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        In this study, the synthesis process, composition, and microstructure as well as mechanical 
properties of geopolymers generated by 3 different kinds of raw materials (i.e., metakaolin, 
mixture of red mud and fly ash, mixture of red mud and rice husk ash) was explored. For 
geopolymers from identical raw materials, variable parameters involved in the synthesis were 
examined to investigate the extent and degree of geopolymerization. Uniaxial compression 
testing was used to examine the mechanical properties (i.e. compressive strength, stiffness, and 
failure strain). Then the composition and microstructure were characterized by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDXS). The results demonstrates that the geopolymeric products are not pure 
geopolymer binders, but geopolymeric composites, which generally comprise pure geopolymer 
binder as the major matrix, a small amount of unreacted source materials and nonreactive 
crystalline phases (e.g., quartz, anhydrite, and hematite) from parent materials as inactive fillers. 
Moreover, the study also shows that geopolymeric products can be used as a cementitious 
material to replace Portland cement in certain engineering applications, such as roadway 
construction, which brings environmental and economic benefits. 
        Owing to the consistent properties of metakolin-based geopolymers, they were selected to 
be examined as smart adhesives for the infrastructure health monitoring. A distributed 
geopolymer-fiber optic sensing (G-FOS) system was proposed, where metakaolin-based 
geopolymers are used as smart adhesives to affix optical fibers to existing in-service structures to 
form the integrated G-FOS sensor for infrastructure health monitoring. The concept of such a G-
FOS system was explained, and laboratory experiments as well as prototype testing were 
conducted to validate the concept and its feasibility. The results showed that varying the 
geopolymer composition (e.g., SiO2/Al2O3 ratio) and adding sand filler can both alter the tensile 
cracking strain for tailored sensing applications for both steel and concrete structures. Further 
prototype testing on steel and concrete demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed G-FOS 










        Davidovits, a French scientist, created and applied the term “geopolymer” in 1979 to 
represent a kind of inorganic polymer with SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra being the structural units 
(Davidovits 1989). In general, geopolymers as a class of inorganic polymer are formed by 
reaction between an alkaline solution (e.g., sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate) and an 
aluminosilicate source (e.g., metakaolin, fly ash, and slag). Nowadays, geopolymer studies are 
receiving noteworthily increasing attention because they may be used as a viable economical 
alternative to organic polymers and inorganic cements in diverse applications, such as military 
(Malone et al. 1986), aircraft (Lyon et al. 1997; Giancaspro et al. 2006), high-tech ceramics 
(Goretta et al. 2006), thermal insulating foams (Buchwald et al. 2004), fire-proof building 
materials (Valeria and Kenneth 2003), protective coatings (Balaguru, 1998), refractory adhesives 
(Bell et al. 2005) and hybrid inorganic-organic composites (Zhang et al. 2004; Li et al. 2005). 
This interest is due to their exceptionally high thermal and chemical stability, excellent 
mechanical strength, adhesive behavior and long-term durability. In addition, early researcher 
have demonstrated that geopolymers are cheap to produce and can be made from a great number 
of minerals and industrial by-products, including pozzolana (Allahverdi et al. 2008; Verdolotti et 
al. 2008), natural aluminosilicate minerals (Xu and Van Deventer 2000), metakaolin (Davidovits 
1991; Duxson et al. 2007; Latella et al. 2008; He et al. 2011), fly ash (Steveson and Sagoe-
Crentsil 2005; Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt 2009), granulated blast furnace slag (Cheng and 
Chiu 2003; Zhang et al. 2007), fly ash and kaolinite mixture (Van Jaarsveld et al. 2002), fly ash 
and metakaolin mixture (Swanepoel and Strydom 2002; Kong et al. 2007), red mud and 
metakaolin mixture (Dimas et al. 2009), and red mud and fly ash mixture (Zhang et al. 2010). 
Moreover, they are environmentally friendly materials from the point of view of reducing green 
house effects caused by CO2 emission from the manufacturing of Portland cement (Khale and 
Chaudhary 2007; Zhang et al. 2010). 
        The chemical composition of geopolymer material is similar to natural zeolitic materials, 
but the microstructure is amorphous instead of crystalline (Palomo et al. 1999, Xu and Van 
Deventer 2000). According to Davidovits (1994, 2002), geopolymers possess amorphous to 
semi-crystalline three dimensional silico-aluminate structures consisting of linked SiO4 and AlO4 
tetrahedra by sharing all the oxygen atoms, which can be designated as poly-sialate (-Si-O-Al-O-) 
(Si:Al = 1), poly-sialate-siloxo (-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-) (Si:Al = 2), poly-sialate-disiloxo (-Si-O-Al-
O-Si-O-Si-O-) (Si:Al = 3), and sialate links (Si:Al > 3). The sialate is an abbreviation for silicon-
oxo-aluminate. There is also an empirical formula for geopolymer matrix: 









) for balancing the negative charge of Al
3+
 in IV-fold 
coordination; n = degree of polymerization; and z = Si/Al ratio. By varying the Si/Al ratios (i.e., 
z = 1-15, up to 300) (MacKenzie et al. 2006), geopolymers exhibit different properties: low ratios 
(i.e., Si/Al ≤ 3) result in three-dimensional cross-linked rigid networks and stiff and brittle 
properties (as cements and ceramics); high ratios (i.e., Si/Al >3) results in 2-D networks and 
linearly linked polymeric structures with adhesive and rubbery properties, respectively. In 
general, geopolymerization is a complex multiphase process, comprising a series of dissolution-
reorientation-solidification reactions (Davidovits 1991; Buchwald et al. 2004; Duxson et al. 2005, 
2007): (1) The generation of reactive species or alkali activation, which is the dissolution of 
2 
 
amorphous phases (e.g., aluminosilicates) by alkali to produce small reactive silica and alumina; 
(2) Reorientation, which is the transportation or orientation or condensation of precursor ions 
into oligomers; and (3) The actual setting reaction, which is the polycondensation process 
leading to the formation of amorphous to semi-crystalline aluminosilicate polymers.  However, 
these three steps can overlap with each other and occur almost simultaneously, thus making it 
difficult to isolate and examine each of them separately (Palomo et al. 1999). The schematic 
formation of geopolymer material can be shown as illustrated by the following two reactions (Xu 
and Van Deventer 2000): 
 
The above two reactions suggest that any material that contains mostly silica and alumina in 
amorphous form is a possible source for the production of geopolymers. 
 
1.2 Dissertation Objectives and Motivation 
 
        Extensive work on geopolymer research has been conducted so far. As suggested by 
previous researchers (e.g., Duxson et al. 2005), more efforts should be made to investigate the 
geopolymers induced under some particular reaction conditions, such as utilization of different 
raw materials and low temperature synthesis. Therefore, this dissertation focused on a 
developing field that utilizes cheap and plentiful aluminosilicate materials or industrial by-
products to make geopolymers with excellent mechanical, chemical, and physical properties as 
well as long-term durability at ambient environment. Its main objectives are: 
 
 To use industrial by-products or low-cost materials to make geopolymers;  
 To investigate the synthesis process of the geopolymers manufactured by different raw 
materials;  
 To examine the composition, microstructure, and mechanical properties of the resulting 
geopolymeric products; 
 To identify and further understand the factors affecting the synthesis-composition-
microstructure-property relationship for geopolymers; 
 To explore or validate the potential applications of the end geopolymeric materials in 
terms of their intrinsic properties; 
 
        The main resources (i.e., aluminosilicate materials) used in this research consists of 
metakaolin, mixtures of red mud and fly ash, and mixtures of red mud and rice husk ash. As 
mentioned, most of raw materials except metakaolin, a low-cost aluminosilicate material, are 
wastes generated in large quantities in industry. Their environmental concerns were discussed in 
the section of literature review, respectively. 
(Si-Al material) 


























        No known work so far has been reported to make geopolymers using a mixture of red mud 
and fly ash or a mixture of red mud and rice husk ash, which indicates the innovative nature of 
this research. Although some publications have reported making geopolymers using metakaolin 
(e.g., Balagure et al. 1997, Palomo et al. 1999; Barbosa et al. 2000), this work presents the first 
effort to explore and validate a new potential application of metakaolin-based geopolymers, 
which are used as adhesives for infrastructure health montoring. Thus, the motivation of this 
dissertation can be summarized as follows: 
 
 Innovation 
o Induce geopolymers using the waste mixtures that have never been reported in the 
existing literature 
o Present the first effort to validate the feasibility of a new geopolymer-based 
infrastructure health monitoring system 
 Reuse of industrial wastes 
o Use geopolymer technology to convert industrial by-products into useful 
materials 
 Potential applications of the synthesized geopolymers 
o Construction materials 
o Waste containment and stabilization 
 
1.3 Dissertation Layout 
 
          Eight chapters make up this dissertation, which is based on papers that have been 
published, or were submitted to peer-reviewed journals or conferences.  
          Chapter 2 provides a literature review, which focuses on the raw materials used to make 
geopolymers, geotechnical experiments conducted, techniques of analyzing composition and 
microstructure of geopolymers, and the mechanism of geopolymer technology.  
          Chapter 3 demonstrates a pilot study that investigates the potential of reusing red mud, an 
abundant industrial waste produced from alumina refining by the Bayer process, via 
geopolymerization reactions with another solid waste, fly ash, and sodium silicate. For the 
studied geopolymers, the unconfined compressive strength ranging from 7 to 13 MPa, 
comparable with some types of Portland cement, increases with Si/Al ratio. A higher Na/Si ratio 
appears to reduce the strength and stiffness, but enhance the ductility.  The results indicate that 
red mud geopolymers are a viable cementitious material that can be used in roadway 
construction. The engineering implications are discussed in terms of waste recycling, 
environmental benefits, and energy consumption. 
        Chapter 4 studies the effects of source materials on the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of geopolymers by comparing two kinds of geopolymers synthesized from metakaolin 
and the admixture of two wastes, red mud and fly ash. Both geopolymers contain a significant 
amount of voids and unreacted phases as inactive fillers within the geopolymer binder, resulting 
in complexity and variability in their mechanical behavior. The difference in strength and 
microstructure between the two geopolymers is attributed to the different reactivity of source 
materials, concentration of nonreactive fillers, and alkalinity for geopolymerization reactions. 
        Chapter 5 examines a new type of geopolymer composite that was synthesized from two 
industrial wastes, red mud and rice husk ash, under varying mixing ratios of raw materials. The 
compressive strength ranges from 3.2 to 20.5 MPa for the synthesized geopolymer composites 
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with nominal Si/Al ratios of 1.68 to 3.35. Microstructural and compositional analyses found that 
the final products are mainly composed of amorphous geopolymer binder with both inherited and 
neoformed crystalline phases as fillers, rendering the composites with a very complex 
composition and highly variable mechanical performance. Uncertainties in the composition, 
microstructure, rice husk ash dissolution completeness, and side reactions may be a potential 
barrier for the practical application of the induced geopolymers as a construction material.  
        Chapter 6 describes the first effort to explore a new potential application of metakaolin-
based geopolymers, where geopolymers are used as smart adhesives to affix optical fibers to 
existing in-service structures to form an integrated, distributed geopolymer–fiber optic sensing 
(G-FOS) system for infrastructure health monitoring. The concept of such a G-FOS system is 
proposed and explained, and laboratory testing was conducted to study its feasibility. Results 
indicated that the tensile cracking strain of geopolymers can be precisely controlled by finely 
tuning the Si/Al ratios and adding appropriate aggregate fillers (e.g., sand), thus rendering the 
“smart” nature of geopolymers for deformation-based sensing. Prototype testing on steel 
specimens under uniaxial tension and concrete beams under four-point bending further validated 
the concept and feasibility of the application of geopolymers as smart adhesives for making up a 
distributed G-FOS system for structural health monitoring.  
        Chapter 7 gives the conclusion of all of the studies performed as part of this dissertation. 
        Chapter 8 presents the limitations of current work that need to be addressed by future study. 
Also, additional work for the practical application of metakaolin-based geopolymers as adhesives 








Figure 2.1 Structure of a kaolinite layer (Grim 1962).  
CHAPTER 2.   LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Raw Materials Used to Make Geopolymers  
 
        2.1.1 Metakaolin (kaolinite) 
 
        Kaolinite is a 1:1 clay mineral (Figure 2.1) with the chemical composition Al2Si2O5(OH)4, 
which means each particle has one tetrahedral silica layer and one octahedral alumina layer 
(Mitchell and Soga 2005). Individual particles of kaolinite form stacks with hydrogen bonds and 
van der Waals forces holding together successive particles (Mitchell and Soga 2005). The 
strength of these bonds prevents water from entering the interlayer spaces and causing swelling 
(Mitchell and Soga 2005). Cation exchange capacity (CEC) values for kaolinite typically range 
between 3 to 15 meq / 100 g (Mitchell and Soga 2005). Kaolinite also has a low shrink-swell 
capacity. It is a soft, earthy, usually white mineral, produced by the chemical weathering of 
aluminum silicate minerals like feldspar. Rocks that are rich in kaolinite are known as china clay, 
white clay, or kaolin. Kaolin is a fine, white, clay mineral that has been traditionally used in the 
manufacture of porcelain. It is thought that the term kaolin is derived from the Chinese Kaoling. 
        Metakaolin is a dehydroxylated form of the clay mineral kaolinite associated with the 
reaction Al2Si2O5(OH)4          Al2O3
.
2SiO2 + 2 H2O (Salvador 1995). Between 100-200°C, 
kaolinites lose most of their adsorbed water. In the range of 500-800°C, kaolinites become 
calcined by losing water through dehydroxilization. The dehydroxilization of kaolinite to 
metakaolin is an endothermic process due to the large amount of energy required to remove the 
chemically bonded hydroxyl ions, which breaks down the crystal structure producing a transition 
phase (silica and amorphous alumina in reactive form) with high surface area. Metakaolin is a 
highly pozzolanic and reactive material. Burning at higher temperature will cause 
recrystallization into quartz and mullite. Shvarzman et al. (2003) investigated the effect of heat 
treatment parameters on the dehydroxylation process of the kaolinite-based materials such as 
natural and artificial kaolin clays with different amounts of amorphous phase (metakaolin). At 
calcination temperature below 450 °C, kaolin showed relatively low level of the dehydroxylation 
degree, less than 0.18. In the range from 450 to 570 °C, the degree of dehydroxylation sharply 
increased to 0.95, and finally between 570 and 700 °C, the kaolinite was fully dehydroxylated. 





        2.1.2 Red Mud 
 
        Red mud is the major industrial waste produced by the Bayer process for the extraction of 
alumina from bauxite ores, one of the oldest large-scale industries in the world (Zhang et al. 
2010). In 1892 Karl Joseph Bayer, an Austrian chemist, applied for a patent on the digestion of 
bauxite, an aluminium-containing ore, by means of a concentrated sodium hydroxide solution 
employed at elevated temperature and pressure, which enables dissolution of the aluminium 
content and its separation from other bauxite components (Janos Szepvolgyi 2011). Depending 
on the quality and purity of the bauxite ore, the quantity of red mud generated varies from 55-65% 
of the processed bauxite (Paramguru et al. 2005). According to a recent US Geological Survey 
report (2009), bauxite ore mined globally amounts to 202 million tons (MT) in 2007 and 205 MT 
in 2008. As such, there are approximately 120 MT of red mud produced in 2008. 
        Red mud is characterized by strong alkalinity even with a high water content (up to 95%), 
owing to the presence of an excessive amount of dissolved sodium hydroxide used to extract 
silicates and alumina. Although red mud varies in physical, chemical and mineralogical 
properties due to differing mineral sources and refining processes adopted, rust hue is an intrinsic 
property of all red mud, which is caused by the oxidized iron present in the mud.  In addition, 
solid constituents of red mud include mainly iron oxides (mostly hematite), alumina, and some 
toxic heavy metals (Zhang et al. 2010).  It also can be slightly radioactive if the original bauxite 
contained radioactive minerals. 
       Strong alkalinity and high water content are the two major environmental concerns for the 
safe and economical disposal of red mud. Thus, its treatment and disposal are a major difficulty 
to alumina refineries. Although intense research work on utilization of red mud was conducted 
during previous decades (Glanville and Winnipeg 1991; Singh and Prasad 1996; Singh et al. 
1997; Marabini et al. 1998; Yalcin and Sevinc 2000; Ayres et al. 2001; Sagoe-Crentsil and 
Brown 2005; Cundi et al. 2005), a widely accepted technology that can be employed to recycle 
red mud is not available at present. In the past, red mud was disposed from the plant site mainly 
two ways, including dumping it directly into the sea or onto the land creating huge ponds. Due to 
the intrinsic properties (e.g., high pH, heavy metals, radioactivity), the above disposal methods 
caused significantly environmental problems to the surrounded communities. Therefore, new 
technologies utilizing red mud as a raw material for manufacturing high added-value products 
are urgently needed.  
 
 a  b 
Figure 2.2 (a) A space overview of the red mud disaster (NASA); (b) A contaminated 
village in the spill (The New York Times). 
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        There was a catastrophic red mud disaster occurred in Hungary on 10/04/2010 (Figure 2.2). 
A so-called tailing dam that held waste products, including arsenic and mercury, from the Ajkai 
Timfoldgyar aluminnum-processing plant in the town of Ajka, Hungary, collapsed. This released 
an estimated 184 million gallons (697 million liters) of highly alkaline red mud into the Marcal 
River and nearby towns, killing at least eight people and seriously harming hundreds of residents 
and the surrounded environment. Hungary Prime Minister Viktor Orban called the spill the 
country’s biggest ecological disaster and stated there would not be vegetation in the 
contaminated area for quite a long time (Ker Than 2010). Thus, new safe and environmentally-
friendly disposal methods for red mud are urgently needed which is one of major purposes of this 
work.       
 
        2.1.3 Fly Ash 
 
        According to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) (2010), fly ash is a product 
(waste) of burning finely ground coal to heat a boiler to produce electricity. It is removed from 
the plant exhaust gases primarily by electrostatic precipitators or baghouses and secondarily by 
scrubber systems. Physically, fly ash is a very fine, powdery material, composed mostly of silica. 
Fly ash is generally light tan in color and consists mostly of silt-sized and clay-sized glassy 
spheres.  
        Since the fly ash particles solidify while suspended in the exhaust gases, they are generally 
spherical in shape and range in size from 0.5 µm to 100 µm. They consist mostly of SiO2, which 
is present in two forms: amorphous, which is rounded and smooth, and crystalline, which is 
sharp, pointed and hazardous, Al2O3, and Fe2O3.  
         In 2001, the annual production of fly ash in the USA was about 68 million tons. Only 32 
percent of this was used in various applications, such as in concrete, structural fills, waste 
stabilization/solidification etc. (ACAA 2003). Worldwide, the estimated annual production of 
coal ash in 1998 was more than 390 million tons. The main contributors for this amount were 
China and India. Only about 14 percent of this fly ash was utilized, while the rest was disposed 
in landfills (Malhotra 1999). By the year 2010, the amount of fly ash produced worldwide is 
estimated to be about 780 million tons annually (Malhotra 2002). Large amount of fly ash stored 
in the landfills bring serious envrionent problems to the surrounded area. Thus, additional 
recycle methods of fly ash are needed. According to ACAA (2003), the utilization of fly ash, 
especially in concrete production, has significant environmental benefits, improved concrete 
durability, reduced use of energy, diminished greenhouse gas production, and reduced amount of 
fly ash that must be disposed in landfills, and saving of the other natural resources and materials. 
        The major influence on the fly ash chemical composition comes from the type of coal. The 
combustion of sub-bituminous coal contains more calcium and less iron than fly ash from 
bituminous coal. The physical and chemical characteristics depend on the combustion methods, 
coal source and particle shape. The chemical compositions of various fly ashes show a wide 
range, indicating that there is a wide variation in the coal used in power plants all over the world 
(Malhotra and Ramezanianpour 1994). Three classes of fly ash are defined by ASTM C618: 
Class N fly ash, Class F fly ash, and Class C fly ash. The chief difference between these classes 
is the amount of calcium, silica, alumina, and iron content in the ash. The chemical properties of 
the fly ash are largely influenced by the chemical content of the coal burned. Fly ash shall 
conform to the requirements as shown in Table 2.1. 
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o Class N – Raw or calcined natural pozzolans that comply with the applicable 
requirements for the class as given herein, such as some diatomaceous earths; opaline 
cherts and shales; tuffs and volcanic ashes or pumicites, calcined or uncalcined; and 
various materials requiring calcinations to induce satisfactory properties, such as some 
clays and shales. 
o Class F – Fly ash normally produced from burning anthracite or bituminous coal that 
meets the applicable requirements for this class as given herein. This class of fly ash has 
pozzolanic properties. 
o Class C – Fly ash normally produced from lignite or subbituminous coal that meets the 
applicable requirements for this class as given herein. This class of fly ash, in addition to 
having pozzolanic properties, also has some cementitious properties. 
 
Table 2.1 Chemical requirements of fly ash (ASTM C 618 2005) 
 Class N Class F Class C 
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) + aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 
+ iron oxide (Fe2O3), min, % 
70 70 50 
Sulfur trioxide (SO3), max, % 4 5 5 
Moisture content, max, % 3 3 3 
Loss on ignition, max, % 10 6 6 
  
        2.1.4 Rice Husk Ash (RHA) 
         
        Rice husk, also called rice hull, is the hard protecting covering of grains of rice, which is a 
by-product generally obtained from milling process of rice crop. The RHA is generated after 
burning the rice husk in the boiler, which is collected from the particulate collection equipment 
attached upstream to the stack of rice-fired boilers (Naiya et al. 2009). 
        According to a RHA market study (2003), Rice covers 1% of the earth’s surface and is a 
primary source of food for billions of people. Globally, approximately 600 million tons of rice 
are produced each year. Thus, tons of rice husk are generated. On average 20% of the rice paddy 
harvest is husk, giving an annual total production of 120 million tons. For the transition from rice 
husk to RHA, the quantity of RHA generated is about 20% of the processed rice husk. 
        The RHA is highly porous and lightweight with a very high external surface area and 
contains silica in high content (usually 90 - 95 wt.%). Table 2.2 shows the chemical composition 
of the RHA used in this research program, which is provided by Agrilectric Research Company. 
At present, the most common method of disposal of RHA is dumping on waste land, thus 
creating an environmental hazard through pollution and land dereliction problems (Costa et al. 
1999). Since the amount of RHA generated is in plenty annually, an effective way of disposal of 
RHA is needed urgently. 
 
Table 2.2 Chemical composition of a typical RHA  
Constituents SiO2 (Amorphous) SiO2 (Crystalline) K2O C Total 







2.2 Geotechnical Experiments 
  
        2.2.1 Determination of Water Content 
 
        By definition (ASTM D 2216 – 05 2005), water content, w, is the ratio of the mass of water 
contained in the pore spaces of soil or rock material to the solid mass of particles in that material, 
which is expressed as a percentage. The standard and recommended method for determining the 
water content of soil is the oven-drying method with a drying temperature of 110 ± 5˚C. 
        For many materials, the water content is one of the most significant properties used in 
establishing a correlation between soil behavior and its index properties. Moreover, the water 
content of a material is used in expressing the phase relationships of air, water, and solids in a 
given volume of material. In fine-grained (cohesive) soils, the consistency of a given soil type 
depends on its water content. The water content, w, is calculated as follows (ASTM D 2216 - 05): 
                    [
         
       
]       
  
  
     ( )                                                ( ) 
Where      = mass of container and moist specimen, g, 
                = mass of container and oven dry specimen, g, 
              = mass of container, g, 
              = mass of water, g, and  
              = mass of oven dry specimen, g. 
 
        2.2.2 Specific Gravity 
 
        According to ASTM D 854 – 02 (2002), specific gravity of soil solids, Gs, is the ratio of the 
mass of a unit volume of soil solids to the mass of the same volume of gas-free distilled water at 
20 ˚C. 
        The specific gravity of soil solids is used in calculating the phase relationships of soils, such 
as void ratio and degree of saturation. The term of soil solids is typically assumed to mean 
naturally occurring mineral particles or soil like particles that are not readily soluble in water. 
The specific gravity, Gs, is calculated as follows (ASTM D 854 - 02):  
                                
  
    
  
  
[      –(       –  )]
                                          ( ) 





                 = the density of water at the test temperature (t), g/mL or g/cm
3
, 
              = the mass of the oven dry soils (g), 
                = mass of the pycnometer and water at the test temperature (t), (g), and  
                 = the mass of pycnometer, water, and soil solids at the test temperature (t), g. 
 
        2.2.3 Sieve Analysis and Hydrometer Analysis 
 
        To classify a soil for engineering purposes, one needs to know the distribution of the size of 
grains in a given soil mass. Both sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis are used to determine 
the grain size of soils.   
        The sieve analysis determines the grain size distribution curve of soil samples by passing 
them through a stack of sieves of decreasing mesh opening sizes and by measuring the weight 
retained on each sieve. The sieve analysis is generally applied to the soil fraction larger than 75 
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m (i.e., No. 200 sieve size). Hydrometer analysis is used to determine the grain size distribution 
of fine-grained soils having particle sizes smaller than 75 m (i.e., No. 200 sieve size). The 
lower limit of the particle – size determined by this analysis is about 1 m. The principle of 
hydrometer analysis is based on Stokes’ law. It assumes that dispersed soil particles of various 
shapes and sizes fall in water under their own weight as non-interacting spheres. (Bardet 1997; 
ASTM D 422 – 63 2002) 
 
        2.2.4 Atterberg Limits (Plastic Limit Tests and Liquid Limit Tests) 
 
        Originally, six “limits of consistency” of fine-grained soils were defined by Albert 
Atterberg: the upper limit of viscous flow, the liquid limit, the sticky limit, the cohesion limit, the 
plastic limit, and the shrinkage limit. In current engineering usage, Atterberg Limits usually refer 
only to liquid limit, plastic limit, and in some references, the shrinkage limit. (ASTM D 4318 – 
05 2005) 
 
        According to ASTM D 4318 – 05 (2005), liquid limit, LL or wL, is the water content, in 
percent, of a soil at the arbitrarily defined boundary between the semi-liquid and plastic states. 
Plastic limit, PL or wp, is the water content, in percent, of a soil at the boundary between the 
plastic and semi-solid states. Plasticity index, PI, is the range of water content over which a soil 
behave plastically. Numerically, it is the difference between the liquid limit and the plastic limit 
(i.e., PI = wL - wp). Figure 2.3 illustrates a schematic diagram of atterberg limits. 
 
2.3 Techniques of Analyzing Composition and Microstructure and Elements of 
Geopolymers and Source Materials 
 
       X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and Energy Dispersive X-
ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) are the key tools for investigating the composition, microstructure, 
and chemical elements of geopolymers produced and raw materials used in this work, 
respectively. 
         
       2.3.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 
        In the study of clay minerals, the instrumental techniques for identification of fine-grained 
crystalline and quasi-crystalline materials are among the most useful ways to gain an 












Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of atterberg limits (Das 2002).  
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used as they provide information about basic crystal dimensions, chemical composition, 
crystallite sizes and stacking sequences. XRD techniques are also used to quantify mineral 
abundance in clay-rich materials. (Ferrell 2003) 
        X-rays are effective for analysis of crystal structures because their wave lengths of about 1 
Å are of the same order as the spacing of atomic planes in crystalline materials. One of the most 
commonly used interpretations of XRD is the Bragg Reflection Analogy, which describes the 
uniqueness of XRD in terms of reflection of X-rays by planes of atoms in minerals. The most 
common expression of Bragg’s Law is shown below:  
n λ=2d sinθ                                                         (3) 
Where   is the wave length of X ray, d is the distance between parallel atomic planes, θ is the 
angle between incident rays and parallel atomic planes, and n is an integer. Constructive 
interference occurs when the scattered waves satisfy this equation (Figure 2.4). The values of d 
and the number and types of atoms in each plane are unique for every mineral (Ferrell 2003). 
Since each mineral has its specific spacings of interatomic planes in three dimensions, the angles 
at which diffraction occurs can be used for identification.  
        For the XRD sample preparation, both mortar and pestle were firstly employed to pre-grind 
the samples to treat big particles. The finer particles were then obtained by wet grinding with 
alcohol in a McCrone micronizing mill (McCrone Accessories and Components, USA) for 3 min, 
which usually generates a fine powder with particle size ≤ 38 m for most silicate minerals. In 
this study, all XRD scans used Cu Kα radiation, a step size of 0.02˚, a scan speed of 0.02˚ per 2 s, 
and a scan range of 2-42˚ 2 θ. 
 
        2.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
 
        The SEM is a type of electron microscope that images the samples surface by scanning it 
with a high energy beam of electrons in a raster scan pattern. The electrons interact with the 
atoms that make up the sample producing signals that contain information about the sample’s 
surface topography (e.g. microstructure), composition. 





































        The types of signals produced by an SEM include secondary electrons, back-scattered 
electrons, characteristic X-rays, light, specimen current and transmitted electrons. Secondary 
electron detectors are common in all SEMs, but it is rare that a single machine would have 
detectors for all possible signals. The signals result from interactions of the electron beam with 
atoms at or near the surface of the sample. In the most common or standard detection mode, the 
SEM can produce very high-resolution images of a sample surface, revealing details about less 
than 1 to 5 nm size. Major components of an SEM include vacuum, beam generation, beam 
manipulation, beam interaction, detection, signal processing, and display and record (Michael 
and Adaskaveg 2003). 
         
        2.3.3 Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) 
 
        EDXS is a type of X-ray detector used for quantitative elemental microanalysis. An erergy-
dispersive spectrometer is a solid state X-ray detector consisting of a Li doped Si crystal 
maintained at cryogenic temperatures to reduce dark current (e.g., electronic noise or signal in 
the absence of X-rays). Detectors cooled with liquid nitrogen have a large dewar attached to the 
detector housing. Any X-ray entering the Si crystal will generate a charge pulse proportional to 
the energy of the incoming X-ray. The charge pulse is amplified by a preamp and then 
discriminated according to its energy. A signal corresponding to the energy is processed into the 
appropriate channel of a multi-channel analyzer (MCA). All X-rays generated are analyzed in 
parallel and the spectrum can be monitored in real time as it is collected. Because of the limited 
speed of the charge pulse processing electronics, not all charge pulses are processed. A 
measurement of the number of pulses rejected, because the processing electronics was busy, is 
called the dead time. The detector is usually sealed in a high-vacuum tube and protected from the 
environment near the specimen by thin beryllium film or “window”. To protect the window from 
hydrocarbon contamination build-up, the window/detector assembly is mounted on an 
insertable/retractable stage. (Michael and Adaskaveg 2003) 
        Before conducting SEM and EDXS, the samples are required to put on a holder and coated 
by gold or platinum. 
 
2.4 Geopolymer Technology 
 
        2.4.1 Basics 
 
        The French scientist, Joseph Davidotis, invented and first used the term, geopolymer, on the 
basis of consisting of Al and Si which are both essential geological structural elements 
(Davidovits 1991,1994). How should we consider geopolymers? They are a new material, new 
binder, or a new cement for concrete (Davidovits 2011). Although different terminology (e.g., 
low-temperature aluminosilicate glass, alkali-activated cement, and hydroceramic) have been 
used by researchers, “geopolymer” is the generally accepted name for this technology.  
        It has been more than 30 years since Davidotis published the earliest paper on a geopolymer 
study in 1979 (Davidovits 1979). On the other hand, the geopolymer science has been studied for 
more than 3 decades so far, but it was investigated in very few laboratories and institutions in the 
first 20 years. During the period of 1979 to 1999, there are merely about 91 journal papers and 
patents as well as one conference proceedings (Geopolymer 99) that were published on the 
subjects of geopolymers and geopolymerization (Xu, 2002). However, there was a significantly 
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booming world-wide increase in geopolymer research in the most recent 10 years (Davidovits 
2010). For instance, one country, China, produced approximately 135 scientific papers dealing 
with geopolymer science and technology in a single year, 2010 (Davidovits 2010). This has been 
linked with geopoymers’ wide variety of potential applications, which include fire resistant 
materials, decorative stone artifacts, thermal insulation, low-tech building materials, low energy 
ceramic tiles, refractory items, thermal shock refractories, bio-technologies (materials for 
medicinal applications), foundry industry, cements and concretes, composites for infrastructures 
repair and strengthening, high-tech resin systems, radioactive and toxic waste containment, arts 
and decoration, cultural heritage, archaeology and history of sciences (Davidovits 2011). To date, 
the properties and uses of geopolymers are being explored in many scientific and industrial 
disciplines as well: modern inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry, colloid chemistry, 
mineralogy, geology, and in all types of engineering process technologies (Davidovits 2011). 
 
        2.4.2 Mechanism of Geopolymerization 
 
        Geopolymerization is an exothermic process that is carried out through oligomers (dimer, 
trimer) which are the fundamental unit structures for the three dimensional macromolecular 
edifice (Davidovits 1988). Davidovits (1991) also stated that geopolymerization could be 
regarded as the analogue of synthesis of zeolite. In other words, the chemistry involved in 
geopolymerization is close to that in synthesis of zeolite, although the geopolymer 
microstructure is amorphous to semi-crystalline rather than crystalline. In general, 
geopolymerization involves a number of processes including dissolution, reorientation, and 
solidification as shown in Figure 2.5 (Davidovits 1991; Buchwald et al. 2004; Duxson et al. 2005, 
2007). 
 
Figure 2.5 Sketch of a typical reaction mechanism of geopolymerization (Yao et al. 2009) 
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        During the dissolution step, both Si and Al species are produced when Si-Al raw materials 
come in contact with alkaline solution. Xu (2002) stated that the extent of generation of both Si 
and Al were contingent upon the following aspects: concentration of the alkaline solution, alkali 




) in alkaline solution, mixing rate and time, and intrinsic properties 
(e.g., structure and composition) of Si-Al raw materials. It is believed that, of all these stated 
factors, the concentration of alkaline solutions and the intrinsic properties of the Si-Al raw 
materials are dominant. 





diffused into the oligomers. Plus, the oligomers in the aqueous phase form relatively large 
networks by condensation, resulting in the formation of a gel. Meanwhile, the further leaching of 





on the surface of source Si-Al materials are removed. According to Xu (2002), the time and 
intensity of stirring are main factors for this step. Longer leaching period and a more intense 
stirring can maximally remove the dissolved Si and Al species from the surface of raw materials 
and kinetically break the barrier between the Si-Al particle surface and the gel phase so as to 
accelerate the reorientation of both Al and Si species (Xu 2002). 
        At the step of solidification, the gelation system continues to rearrange and reorganize, as 
the connectivity of the gel network increases, resulting in the amorphous or semi-crystalline 
three-dimensional aluminosilicate network commonly attributed to geopolymer. At this stage, 
temperature and air circulation are two major factors determining the properties of the final 
geopolymeric products (Xu 2002). It needs to be pointed out that there is no specific order for 
these 3 major steps. In other words, they occur simultaneously (Palomo et al. 1999). For instance, 






CHAPTER 3.   SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION, AND MECHANICAL 




        Red mud is the major industrial waste produced by the Bayer process for the extraction of 
alumina from bauxite ores. Depending on the quality and purity of the bauxite ore, the quantity 
of red mud generated varies from 55-65% of the processed bauxite (Paramgurn et al. 2005).  
According to a recent US Geological Survey report (2009), bauxite ore mined globally amounts 
to 202 million tons (MT) in 2007 and 205 MT in 2008. The processing of these ores generates a 
huge amount of red mud as the major waste.  Red mud is characterized by strong alkalinity even 
with a high water content (up to 95%), owing to the presence of an excessive amount of 
dissolved sodium hydroxide used to extract silicates and alumina.  Its solid constituents include 
mainly iron oxides (mostly hematite), alumina, and some heavy metals. Strong alkalinity and 
high water content are the two major environmental concerns for the safe and economical 
disposal of red mud. Thus, its treatment and disposal are a major difficulty to alumina refineries. 
In the past, red mud was disposed from the plant site mainly in two ways, including dumping it 
directly into the sea or onto the land in waste ponds, whose monitoring and maintenance are 
costly.  However, since stricter environmental regulations are being enforced, new technologies 
are urgently needed for the disposal or recycle and reuse of red mud.  Although extensive 
research on red mud utilization has been conducted in the past decades (e.g., Ayres et al. 2001; 
Cundi et al. 2005; Glanville and Winnipeg 1991; Marabini et al. 1998; Singh and Prasad 1996; 
Singh et al. 1997; Yalcin and Sevinc 2000), a widely accepted technology that can be employed 
for the recycle of red mud is not available at present. 
        Recently, a new class of materials, also called geopolymers, has been intensively studied as 
a viable economical alternative to organic polymers and inorganic cements in diverse 
applications. They are synthetic mineral products that combine the properties of polymers, 
ceramics, and cements (Davidovits 1994; Lecomte et al. 2003), and thus possess a series of 
distinct properties: (1) they are exceptionally heat/fire resistant (stable up to 1200°C); (2) they 
resist all organic solvents and acids and are highly corrosion resistant; (3) they are nontoxic, 
“green” materials since their production saves energy and does not produce CO2 emission, unlike 
traditional Portland cement; (4) they can be made from a wide range of low-cost aluminosilicate 
materials or even wastes, such as metakaolin, fly ash, furnace slag, and mine tailings (Swanepoel 
and Strydom 2002; Van Jaarsveld 1999); (5) they do not incorporate hydration water within 
crystal structure, unlike Ca-based cements, and hence are impermeable and resistant to water or 
moisture and have excellent mechanical properties (e.g., surface hardness, compressive strength) 
compared to cement-based materials. These features make geopolymers a very promising 
material for waste utilization and new materials development and applications.  
        This paper describes a potentially viable technology for the reuse of red mud via 
geopolymerization, which takes the advantage of its two major characteristics: high alkalinity 
and the presence of alumina.  Reactive silica (usually a finely sized, amorphous phase) absent in 
red mud will be provided by another industrial waste, fly ash.  In addition, sodium silicate, the 
only constituent that is a non-waste used for geopolymer synthesis, will also provide additional 
Si and Na for geopolymerization of red mud.  The goal was to investigate the potential utilization 
of red mud as a raw material for the production of geopolymers that can be used for roadway 
                                                          
*
 Material reprinted from He et al. (2010) with permission from Transportation Research Board 
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construction either as pavement, subgrade, or subbase.  
 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
  
        3.2.1 Materials 
 
        The raw materials used for geopolymer synthesis include red mud slurry (Gramercy 
Alumina, LLC, USA), Class C fly ash (Bayou Ash, Inc., USA), sodium trisilicate (Na2O·3SiO2) 
powder (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA), and deionized water. The red mud slurry has a pH 11.9 and 
contains mainly water with dissolved Na-aluminate (NaAlO2) and NaOH as liquid phase, and 
hematite (Fe2O3) and alumina (Al2O3) as solid phase (Table 1).  The slurry was air-dried, 
homogenized, and pulverized to a powder until all solids passed a #60-mesh sieve, in order to 
facilitate geopolymerization and minimize the influence of compositional variation on the 
geopolymers. The results of hydrometer analysis (ASTM D 422) show that the red mud contains 
33%, 43%, and 24% clay, silt, and sand-sized particles, respectively.  The fly ash mainly 
contains silica, alumina, and gypsum (Table 1).  A clean white quartz sand with particle sizes of 
0.25-0.425 mm was also used as an additional aggregate filler in the geopolymer matrix.  
 
Table 3.1. Chemical composition and concentrations (wt.%) of red mud and fly ash. 
Material Red mud Fly ash 
SiO2 1.2 47.5 
Al2O3 14.0 15.3 
Fe2O3 30.9 4.2 
NaOH 20.2 - 
NaAlO2 23.0 - 
CaO 2.5 24.0 
MgO - 4.8 
S - 0.3 
K2O - 0.6 
TiO2 4.5 - 
MnO 1.7 - 
Total 98.0 96.7 
 
       3.2.2 Methods  
        
       Geopolymer synthesis started with dry mixing the powders at a selected red mud to fly ash 
(RM/FA) weight ratio, followed by adding 1.5 M sodium trisilicate solution to the powder 
mixture (containing both red mud and fly ash) again at a selected weight ratio (solution/solid). 
The mixture was then stirred for >15 minutes to ensure sufficient reaction (e.g., dissolution) 
between the powder and solution, resulting in the formation of geopolymer precursor paste with 
appropriate consistency. If needed, the aforementioned sand was then added as an aggregate 
filler to the precursor at a weight ratio (3/10) of dry sand to wet geopolymer precursor (i.e., 
sand/geopolymer ratio = 3/10).  The geopolymer precursor was then poured into cylindrical 
molds with an inner diameter of 2 cm and height of 5 cm (i.e., an aspect ratio of 2.5 to minimize 
the end effects), followed by curing in an ambient environment for 7 days.  The specimens were 
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then demolded, followed by prolonged curing in exposed conditions.  Totally four curing 
durations (i.e., 7, 14, 21, and 28 days) and three ratios of RM/FA (i.e., 80/20, 50/50, and 20/80) 
and of solution/solid (e.g., 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5) were examined to investigate the influence of 
geopolymer synthesis and curing on the mechanical properties of the final geopolymeric 
products.  The purpose of selecting the three RM/FA ratios is to examine the range of red mud 
quantity used in geopolymer synthesis so that the red mud waste can be used as much as possible.  
Although geopolymerization requires alkali activation, no NaOH or KOH was added to the 
synthesis owing to the presence of residual NaOH in red mud. 
        Unconfined compression tests (ASTM C39/C39M) were performed on cured cylindrical 
specimens using an automated GeoTAC loading frame (Trautwein Soil Testing Equipment, Inc., 
USA) at a constant strain rate of 0.5%/min. The two ends of the specimens were polished by 
sand paper to obtain flat and parallel surfaces, followed by applying a thin layer of lubricant 
coating, in order to minimize the friction (and hence shear stress development) between the 
specimen end surfaces and polished stainless steel end platens.  
        Further characterization of the geopolymers was also performed to understand the 
strength—composition—microstructure relationships. The compositions of the red mud, fly ash, 
and 28 day-cured geopolymers of varied RM/FA ratios were characterized by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) using a Bruker/Siemens D5000 automated X-ray powder diffractometer.  All XRD scans 
used Cu Kradiation, a step size of 0.02°, a scan speed of 0.02° per 2 seconds, and a scan range 
of 2-70° 2(diffraction angle). All scanned sample powders were obtained by wet grinding with 
alcohol in a McCrone micronizing mill (McCrone Accessories and Components, USA) for 3 
minutes, which usually produces a fine powder with particle sizes ≤38 m for most silicate 
minerals.  The microstructure of the geopolymers was examined using a JEOL 840A scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) under a high vacuum of 10
-6
 Torr and electron beam energy of 20 
keV.  Small pieces of samples selected from the failed cylindrical specimens were examined, and 
the fracture surface was a particular focus of SEM observations.  All samples were coated by 
gold before SEM observation.  
        
3.3 Analysis of Results 
 
        3.3.1 Influence of RM/FA Ratio and Curing Duration 
 
        Figure 3.1 shows the axial stress-strain curves of the red mud geopolymers synthesized at 
varied RM/FA ratios cured at different durations.  All curves exhibit a well defined linear elastic 
regime, a poorly defined yield point, and a brittle failure mode.  A feature common to all curing 
durations is readily observed:  the higher the red mud content, the lower the compressive strength 
(f) and stiffness (or Young’s modulus E), and the higher the compressive failure strain (f).  
This suggests that geopolymers with a higher RM/FA ratio tend to behave more ductile but 
weaker. Two possible reasons may account for this: (1) the higher contents of reactive silica and 
alumina in fly ash result in higher degree of geopolymerization and more geopolymeric binder; 
and (2) the fine particle size and very high specific surface area of red mud make geopolymers 
behave more ductile.  
        In order to show more clearly the influence of curing on the mechanical properties, Figure 
3.2 re-plots the stress-strain curves of a geopolymer with the same RM/FA ratio but different 
curing durations.  Clearly, both the strength and stiffness increases with curing duration, and the 
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failure strain decreases with curing duration.  For the geopolymer with a RM/FA ratio = 50/50 
(Figure 3.2b), the strength is the same for 21 and 28 days curing, but extended curing can further 
increase stiffness and brittleness.  The same phenomenon is also observed for the geopolymer 
with a RM/FA ratio = 20/80, except that a shorter curing time (i.e., 14 days) is needed to reach 
the stabilized strength. 
        To compare the influence of RM/FA ratio on the curing rate and strength of geopolymers, 
Figure 3.3 plots the compressive strength (f) against curing time for all geopolymers.  In 
general, f increases initially with curing time, and then reaches a constant for even prolonged 
curing. Interestingly, the three curves are nearly parallel to each other (at least for the available 
data), indicating that the rate of strength increase is the same for all three geopolymers. Yet, two 
remarkable differences exist: (1) the final cured strength increases with decreasing RM/FA ratio; 
and (2) the curing time required to reach the final constant strength decreases with RM/FA ratio.  
Moreover, for all three geopolymers, the strength stabilizes after 21 days curing, suggesting that 
the red mud geopolymers can achieve complete curing in 21 days.  To ensure complete curing 
and minimize the undesired influence of incomplete curing on the mechanical properties, all 
geopolymer samples discussed in the following sections were cured for at least 28 days before 



























Figure 3.1 Strain-stress curves of red mud geopolymers of varied RM/FA ratios cured at 



















































































(a) 7 days (b) 14 days 





Figure 3.3 Influence of curing time and RM/FA ratio on the compressive 




































Figure 3.2 Influence of curing duration on the stress-strain behavior of red mud 
geopolymers with RM/FA =: (a) 80/20; (b) 50/50; and (c) 20/80. 

























































































3.3.2 Influence of Sand Filler 
 
        The geopolymer with an RM/FA ratio of 50/50 was selected to assess the influence of sand 
filler on the mechanical properties.  Figure 3.4a compares the stress-strain curves of the 
geopolymers without and with sand filler at a sand/geopolymer ratio of 3/10.  It appears that the 
sand filler (at this given ratio) has detrimental influence on the strength and stiffness, but little 
effect on the ductility, although the mode of failure seems less brittle and abrupt and the post-
failure stress decreases more slowly. The strength (f) is reduced from 10.6 to 3.6 MPa, a nearly 
two-third reduction. Although the failure strain (f) remains the same, the yield strain (y) is 
reduced by nearly 50%. The Young’s modulus is also reduced by 50% (i.e., from 0.95 to 0.49 
GPa).  Two possible reasons may account for the influences: (1) the sand does not react with the 
geopolymer matrix or simply presents as inactive filler, and (2) the geopolymer already contains 
a high content of other constituents (e.g., hematite, quartz, gypsum) as inactive fillers, and 
adding more sand results in excessive concentration of inactive filler but insufficient geopolymer 
binder.  More work is needed to achieve a better understanding of the influence of sand filler on 
the mechanical behavior of red mud geopolymers. 
 
3.3.3 Influence of Solution/Solid Ratio 
 
        The RM/FA ratio = 50/50 geopolymer was again chosen to assess the influence of the 
solution/solid ratio on the mechanical behavior of red mud geopolymers.  Figure 3.4b compares 
the stress-strain curves of the geopolymers with three different solution/solid ratios (i.e., 1.0, 1.2, 
and 1.5).  The higher the ratio, the stronger the geopolymer and the higher the failure strain. 
Moreover, a higher solution/solid ratio leads to a better defined peak strength (i.e., failure occurs 
more abruptly).  Interestingly, the Young’s modulus of the three geopolymers remains nearly 
unaltered.  As such, a higher solution/solid ratio can generate positive effects to the mechanical 
properties of the red mud geopolymers. One possible reason for such influence is that a higher 
solution/solid ratio facilitates the movement of reactive Si and Al and hence promotes a better 
extent of geopolymerization of the solid mixtures.  However, a higher ratio also introduces more 
water and sodium to the reaction process.  As discussed later, the overall influence needs to be 
Figure 3.4 Strain-stress curves of the geopolymer with RM/FA ratio = 50/50 influenced 


























































analyzed more systematically against the compositions (e.g., Si/Al and Na/Si ratios). 
 
3.3.4 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 
 
        Figure 3.5 shows the XRD patterns of fly ash, red mud, and geopolymers with three 
different RM/FA ratios after >28 days curing.  Fly ash shows a broad nonsymmetrical hump 
between 20-36° 2, indicating the presence of non-crystalline phases such as amorphous silica 
and alumina generated via coal combustion.  In fact, it is those amorphous phases that are 
actively involved in geopolymerization reactions.  A few sharp peaks also indicate the presence 
of crystalline phases, including quartz, anhydrite (CaSO4), and gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O), the latter 
probably transformed from anhydrite via absorption of water.  By comparison with its chemical 
composition (Table 3.1), alumina mainly presents as amorphous phase, while silica may be 
present as both amorphous and crystalline (quartz) phases.  Only those amorphous phases are 
reactive and hence participate in geopolymerization reactions.  Red mud shows a few sharp 
peaks that are mainly from hematite, and calcite, but no observable broad humps, suggesting that 
the amorphous phases are not present at large quantity, which is consistent with its chemical 
compositions (Table 3.1).  Thus, red mud provides mainly Al (via either amorphous Al2O3 or 
dissolved NaAlO2) and NaOH but little Si to geopolymerization.   
Figure 3.5 XRD patterns of fly ash, red mud, and geopolymers with different RM/FA 
ratios (An = anhydrite, Q = quartz, G = gypsum, H = hematite, C = calcite). 





















Geopolymer: RM/FA = 80/20
Geopolymer: RM/FA = 50/50










        The patterns of three geopolymers all show the presence of sharp peaks of crystalline phases 
from parent materials, both red mud and fly ash, with variable peak intensities that change with 
RM/FA ratio, as reflected by the peak intensities from quartz and hematite.  This confirms that 
the crystalline phases are not reactive or involved in geopolymerization, but simply present as 
inactive fillers in geopolymer network.  However, for all three geopolymers, a very weak, broad 
hump between 18-36° 2is observed (it becomes less clear due to the large vertical axis scale), 
which is regarded as the characteristic peak of geopolymers (e.g., Davidovits 1991, 1994; 
Duxson et al. 2007).  Furthermore, under the same scan conditions, this hump is more 
pronounced for the lower RM/FA ratio geopolymers, indicating that the geopolymer content is 
higher. As such, the geopolymer made with higher fly ash content possesses higher strength and 
stiffness, which is consistent with the mechanical testing results. Duxson et al. (2007) also 
reported that higher concentration of reactive Si in geopolymerization process typically leads to 
higher compressive strength.  
 
3.3.5 Characterization of Microstructure 
 
 
        Figure 3.6 presents selected SEM micrographs detailing the microstructure of red mud 
Figure 3.6 SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of geopolymers: (a) and (b) typical 
geopolymer matrix consisting of spherical microparticles and glassy flakes; (c) a micropore; 






geopolymers.  The fractured surfaces but not external surfaces were observed in order to 
minimize the influence of aerial exposure during curing on the microstructure.  Typically, the 
geopolymer matrix consists of spherical particles of 2-10 m in diameter and irregular platy 
films connecting and surrounding the microspheres (Figures 3.6a and 3.6b).  It was also observed 
that geopolymers with a higher RM/FA ratio contain a greater quantity of microspheres than 
those with a lower ratio, while the opposite was observed for platy films.  It is believed that the 
platy films are the geopolymer—a cementitious phase bonding those unreactive phases in the 
matrix, while the microspheres are mainly hematite particles.  Hematite spheres may be 
generated by two processes during alumina refining: (1) the alumina extraction involves 
prolonged and intensive grinding, particle collision, and alkali dissolution; and (2) the transport 
of red mud slurry to the disposal pond involves high-velocity flow inside pipelines, where 
interparticle collision and grinding take place.  The presence of a large quantity of unreacted or 
insoluble phases such as hematite, quartz, and gypsum (as determined by XRD) may hinder the 
homogeneous distribution and transport of dissolved alumina (Al(IV)) and silica (Si(IV)) which 
further polycondense to form geopolymer (Duxson et al. 2007). 
        The geopolymer matrix appears to exhibit an inhomogeneous structure at the microscale, as 
reflected by the presence of randomly distributed micropores and microcracks.  Figure 3.6c 
shows a typical semi-spherical pore of 80-100 m in diameter on the fractured surface, 
surrounded by geopolymer matrix with microcracks.  The pores are likely caused by two reasons: 
(1) the residual air bubbles that are introduced into the geopolymer precursor through mixing or 
trapped inside the geopolymer when pouring into the mold; and (2) the space that is previously 
occupied by water but becomes a cavity after water evaporates.  Previous studies also observed 
the presence of micropores in geopolymers, especially those without de-airing treatment on 
geopolymer precursors (Zhao et al. 2007).  The presence of microcracks is manifested by the 
disturbance of quartz sand to geopolymer matrix (Figure 3.6d).  As discussed earlier, quartz is 
not involved in geopolymer reaction. Differential shrinkage of geopolymer precursor and sand 
particles causes interfacial separation, resulting in the formation of interfacial microcracks after 
curing.  This is likely one of the reasons why the sand filler has remarkably detrimental influence 




        3.4.1 Geopolymerization of Red Mud 
 
        Three parent materials are involved in the synthesis of red mud-based geopolymers: red 
mud, fly ash, and sodium trisilicate. The pure geopolymer network actually consists of mainly Si, 




 to balance the charge of Al(IV).  Based on the above XRD 
analysis, not all of the mineral phases in parent materials participate in geopolymerization.  
Hematite and calcite from red mud, and quartz, gypsum, and anhydrite (transformed to gypsum 
after synthesis) are present in the final products as unreactive fillers, but not in the neoformed 
geopolymer structure. As such, reactive phases include NaOH (20.2%), alumina (14.0%), and 
Na-aluminate (23.0%) from red mud, and silica (47.5%) and alumina (15.3%) from fly ash.  
Sodium trisilicate contributes mainly Si and Na to geopolymerization reactions.  However, 
certain silica in fly ash is present as crystalline quartz, as reflected by the XRD patterns, and is 
not involved in geopolymerization.  Therefore, the end product is not strictly a pure geopolymer, 
and hence possesses variable, complex mechanical properties. 
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        3.4.2 Factors Affecting the Mechanical Performance 
 
        As discussed above, the final synthesized products actually contain neoformed geopolymer 
and unreacted phases as inactive fillers.  The former acts as a binder or cementitious material 
bonding inactive fillers.  As such, the mechanical properties of red mud geopolymers are affected 
by a number of factors: (1) the chemical composition (e.g., Si/Al and Na/Si ratios) of the pure 
geopolymer phase; (2) the characteristics of inactive granular fillers, such as particle size, shape, 
and strength; (3) the interfacial bonding strength between granular fillers and pure geopolymer 
binder; (4) the relative concentrations of pure geopolymer and inactive fillers; and (5) the extent 
and degree of complete geopolymerization.  Therefore, evaluation of the mechanical properties 
of the final products is complicated by these factors, since quantitative analysis of the 
composition and concentration of pure geopolymer in the end products is challenging due to non-
reacting Si (e.g., in quartz) and incomplete geopolymerization of even reactive Si and Al. 
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Figure 3.7 The correlations of (a) compressive strength with SiO2/Al2O3 and Na2O/SiO2 





           An attempt was made, however, to correlate one of the mechanical properties (i.e., 
compressive strength, failure strain, and Young’s modulus) with one of the chemical 
compositions of the geopolymer (including Si/Al and Na/Si molar ratios and concentrations of 
SiO2, Al2O3, Na2O, and Fe2O3 in the final products), resulting in a total of eighteen plots.  Figure 
3.7 presents four selected correlations with the highest coefficients of determination (i.e., R
2
).  
The strength increases almost linearly with Si/Al ratio, but decreases with Na/Si ratio, which 
agrees with previous findings that geopolymers with Si/Al ratios <3 act as a cementitious 
material.  Additionally, the Young’s modulus decreases with Na/Si ratio, but the failure strain 
shows an opposite trend. Therefore, for the examined range of Si/Al ratio (z = 1.7-3.2) and Na/Si 
ratio of 0.4-1.7, higher Na content tends to decrease the strength and stiffness, but enhance the 
ductility of geopolymers.   
 
        3.4.3 Engineering Implications for Roadway Construction 
 
        The 28-day unconfined compressive strength of the red mud geopolymers ranges from 7-13 
MPa (excluding the one with sand filler). The highest strength is comparable to that of the 
Portland Type IIA (9-12 MPa) or IA (16 MPa) cement (ASTM 2005), although the former 
contains a significant amount of impurities as inactive fillers (e.g., hematite, quartz, calcite, and 
gypsum).  As such, red mud geopolymers can be used as a suitable adhesive binder or 
cementitious material to replace cement in certain engineering applications, such as roadway 
constructions.  They can be used as top surface pavement, subgrade, or even mixed with soil as 
subbase.  In particular, the red color, an intrinsic character of red mud, may provide an advantage 
for the construction of roadway intersections or other situations for the purpose of preventive 
warning of drivers. 
        The utilization of red mud geopolymers in roadway construction has both environmental 
and economic advantages.  First, two of the three major parent materials, red mud and fly ash, 
used in the synthesis of red mud geopolymers are abundant industrial wastes.  The red mud 
requires special disposal due to its high alkalinity and is to date barely reused or recycled.  
Utilization of red mud can significantly reduce the cost of roadway construction: it can save not 
only the expenses for waste disposal and long-term monitoring and maintenance of waste 
containment facilities, but also the costs for manufacturing of Portland cement.  Second, 
recycling of the two major industrial wastes can minimize the potential damage of the waste to 
the environment and human health.  Third, the hematite in the geopolymer is actually highly 
absorptive for heavy metals, which can act as a reactive barrier to filter the contaminants 
transported through surface water runoff.  Finally, the elimination of Portland cement usage can 
save the energy associated with cement production and reduce the CO2 emission caused by firing 




        This paper presents an experimental study that investigates the potential reuse of red mud, 
an industrial waste from alumina refining, via geopolymerization reactions with another solid 
waste, fly ash, and sodium silicate.  A variety of parameters involved in the synthesis, including 
RM/FA ratio, presence of sand filler, and curing duration, were examined to understand the 
extent and degree of geopolymerization and their influence on the mechanical properties of the 
red mud-based geopolymers.   
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        The results show that the mechanical properties of the geopolymers are influence by curing 
duration, RM/FA ratio, and additional sand filler. In general, the compressive strength increases 
with curing, but reaches a constant after complete curing. The stiffness appears to continue to 
increase even the strength stabilizes, for up to 28 days curing.  Additional sand filler appears to 
have detrimental influence on the mechanical performance.  Empirical correlations also suggest 
that the strength increases with Si/Al molar ratio, but decreases with Na/Si ratio.  Higher Na/Si 
ratios also decrease the stiffness and enhance the ductility.  For the studied range of compositions, 
the red mud geopolymers possess a compressive strength of 7-13 MPa, comparable with certain 
types of Portland cement. This study demonstrates that red mud geopolymers are a viable, 
promising cementitious material with a promising potential for the utilization in roadway 








CHAPTER 4.   THE STRENGTH AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF TWO 
GEOPOLYMERS DERIVED FROM METAKAOLIN AND RED MUD-FLY ASH 




        Geopolymers are a type of inorganic polymeric material that can be used as a potential 
alternative to some conventional construction materials (e.g., Portland cement). Recently this 
material has been extensively studied due to its exceptional mechanical, chemical, and physical 
properties and the potentially broad practical applications in civil infrastructure construction, 
waste encapsulation, and sustainable development [Van Jeventer et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2010; 
Habert et al. 2011; Sarker 2011]. Basically, geopolymerization is a very promising innovative 
technology based on a very old principle, which is to react amorphous silica and alumina rich 
solids with a high alkaline solution to form amorphous to semi-crystalline aluminosilicate 
inorganic polymers [Verdolotti et al. 2008]. The chemical composition of geopolymers is similar 
to that of natural zeolitic materials, but they are usually amorphous instead of crystalline 
[Palomo et al. 1999; Xu and Van Deventer 2000]. According to Davidovits [1989; 1991], 
geopolymers possess three-dimensional silico-aluminate structures consisting of linked SiO4 and 
AlO4 tetrahedra by sharing all the oxygen atoms, which can be designated as poly-sialate (-Si-O-
Al-O-) with a Si/Al ratio of 1, poly-sialate-siloxo (-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-) with a Si/Al ratio of 2, 
poly-sialate-disiloxo (-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-Si-O-) with a Si/Al ratio of 3, and sialate links with a 
Si/Al ratio of > 3. A general formula for the chemical composition of geopolymers is as follows: 









), n degree of polymerization, and z the Si/Al ratio. By 
tuning the Si/Al ratios (i.e., z = 1-15, up to 300) [Fletcher et al. 2005], geopolymers with 
different properties can be synthesized. Low Si/Al ratios (i.e., Si/Al ≤ 3) lead to three-
dimensional cross-linked rigid networks and stiff and brittle properties (such as cements and 
ceramics); high ratios (i.e., Si/Al > 3) result in two-dimensional networks or linearly linked 
polymeric structures with adhesive or rubbery properties, respectively.  
        In general, geopolymerization is a complex multi-step process comprised of a series of 
dissolution, reorientation, and solidification reactions [Davidovits 1991; Buchwald et al. 2004; 
Duxson et al. 2005; Duxson et al. 2007], which can be divided into three essential steps: (1) the 
generation of reactive species or alkali activation, which is the dissolution of amorphous phases 
(e.g., aluminosilicates) by alkali to produce small reactive silica and alumina; (2) reorientation, 
which is the transportation, orientation, or condensation of precursor ions into monomers; and (3) 
the actual setting reaction, which is the polycondensation process leading to the formation of 
amorphous or semi-crystalline aluminosilicate polymers. The formation of geopolymers is 
schematically illustrated by the following two reactions [Xu and Van Deventer 2000]: 
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        The above geopolymerization reactions suggest that any material consisting of mostly 
amorphous silica or alumina is a possible source for geopolymer production. In fact, a great 
number of minerals and industrial byproducts have been studied as raw materials for geopolymer 
synthesis. Among those are pozzolana [Allahverdi et al. 2008; Verdolotti et al. 2008], natural 
aluminosilicate minerals [Xu and Van Deventer 2000], metakaolin [Davidovits 1991; Steveson et 
al. 2005; Duxson et al. 2007; Latella et al. 2008; He et al. 2011 ], fly ash [Van Jaarsveld and Van 
Deventer 1999; Steveson and Sagoe-Crentsil 2005; Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt 2009], 
granulated blast furnace slag [Cheng and Chiu 2003; Zhang et al. 2007], fly ash and kaolinite 
mixture [Van Jaarsveld et al. 2002], fly ash and metakaolin mixture [Swanepoel and Strydom 
2002; Kong et al. 2007], and red mud and fly ash mixture [Zhang et al. 2010]. These works 
further demonstrate that an extensive range of alumina or silica bearing materials can be used to 
generate geopolymers. In particular, using readily available, naturally occurring materials (e.g., 
kaolinte clay, grossular, or stilbite) and industrial byproducts or wastes (e.g., fly ash, red mud, 
furnace slag) for geopolymer synthesis is another advantage of the geopolymer technology, 
because of the significantly reduced costs associated with the geopolymer production. 
Furthermore, the utilization of industrial byproducts or wastes in geopolymer production for 
construction can result in additional environmental benefits, leading to greener manufacturing 
and global sustainable development [Palomo et al. 1999; Cheng and Chiu 2001; Panias 
Bortnovsky et al. 2008; Giannopoulou et al. 2009; Maragkos et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2010]. 
        According to the reported studies, geopolymers exhibit a wide range of properties and 
characteristics that make them suitable for diverse applications, depending on the raw materials 
used in geopolymer synthesis [Van Jaarseveld et al. 2003]. In fact, the starting raw materials play 
a vital role in the geopolymerization reaction and control the chemical composition and 
microstructure of the final geopolymeric products. Different materials differ in their amorphous 
phases, Si/Al ratios, solubility in alkali solution, reactivity, and even the nonreactive crystalline 
phases. All these factors can result in the variability in curing duration and mechanical properties 
of geopolymers, which are two important factors to be considered in practical applications. 
Although they can be easily affected by some special curing conditions such as elevated 
temperatures and high pressure, extra difficulty is present for the application of these techniques 
in practice. 
        This paper presents a comparative study of two geopolymers synthesized from two different 
raw materials: metakaolin and the mixtures of red mud and fly ash. The main objectives are to 
gain a better insight into the effects of different source materials on the microstructure, curing 
duration, and mechanical properties of the resulting geopolymeric products and to identify and 
further understand the factors affecting the synthesis—microstructure—composition—property 
relationship for geopolymers. A peculiar focus is on the reactivity of different phases in the raw 
materials and the degree of geopolymerization reactions, which both affect significantly the 
mechanical performance of the final geopolymeric products. Of the studied raw materials, 
metakaolin is a dehydroxylated form of the clay mineral kaolinite, an abundant aluminosilicate 
mineral. Red mud is the major residue of alumina refining and features high alkalinity [Zhang et 
al. 2010]. Fly ash is the main residue generated in the combustion of finely ground coal. In 
addition, metakaolin is not regarded as a waste, but a low-cost material, while both red mud and 
fly ash are abundant industrial wastes. Moreover, metakaolin and fly ash are calcined, while red 





4.2 Materials and Methods 
 
        4.2.1 Materials 
 
        The raw materials used to synthesize metakaolin-based geopolymers (MK-GP) include 
PowerPozz™ metakaolin (Advanced Cement Technologies, LLC, USA), sodium silicate 
solution consisting of 14 wt.% NaOH and 27 wt.% SiO2 (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA), and sodium 
hydroxide (99% purity quotient, Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA), while those used to synthesize red 
mud and fly ash-based geopolymers (RM-GP) are red mud slurry (Noranda Alumina, LLC, 
USA), Class C fly ash (Bayou Ash, Inc., USA), and sodium trisilicate (Na2O·3SiO2) powder 
(Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA). The highly diluted red mud slurry taken from the alumina refining 
plant was air-dried, homogenized, and pulverized to a powder until all solids passed a #60-mesh 
(250 m opening) sieve, in order to facilitate geopolymerization reaction and minimize the 
influence of compositional variation on the synthesis. Table 4.1 summarizes the chemical 
composition and size fraction of the three dry powders, metakaolin, red mud, and fly ash, while 
Figure 4.1 shows the detailed particle size distributions determined by the standard test method 
ASTM D422 [2010]. Their mean particle size (D50) ranges from 4.5 m for metakaolin, 6.3 m 
for fly ash, and 9.5 m for red mud. The red mud contains 24% sand-sized (>75 m) coarse 
particles, while only a very low sand fraction (i.e., <10 %) is found in metakaolin and fly ash.  
 
Table 4.1 Size fraction (wt.%) and chemical composition* (wt.%) of the three raw materials: 

















*Chemical composition data from the Materials Safety and Data Sheet provided by the suppliers.        
 
        4.2.2 Sample Preparation 
 
  For the synthesis of MK-GP, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was first dissolved in deionized 
water for 5 minutes to make a NaOH solution with a concentration of 6.5-7.8 M (pH > 14), 
depending on the pre-designed Na/Si ratio, which was allowed to cool down to room temperature 
Composition Metakaolin Red mud Fly ash 
Clay (≤2 m)  33.0 33.0 18.0 
Silt ( 2- 75 m) 63.0 43.0 73.0 
Sand (>75 m) 4.0 24.0 9.0 
SiO2 43.6 1.2 47.5 
Al2O3 51.4 14.0 15.3 
Fe2O3 1.4 30.9 4.2 
NaOH - 20.2 - 
NaAlO2 - 23.0 - 
CaO 0.1 2.5 24.0 
MgO 0.1 - 4.8 
S - - 0.3 
K2O 0.2 - 0.6 
TiO2 2.0 4.5 - 
MnO - 1.7 - 




(~22°C). Then the as-received sodium silicate solution was added to the NaOH solution, 
followed by mixing for 5 minutes. Dry metakaolin powder was added to this solution, followed 
by mixing for 15 minutes with a magnetic stir bar to achieve complete mixing between the 
powder and solution, resulting in the formation of geopolymer precursor in the form of slurry. 
The RM-GP synthesis started with mixing the dry powders of red mud (RM) and fly ash (FA) at 
a selected RM/FA weight ratio, followed by adding 1.5 M sodium trisilicate solution to the RM 
and FA powder mixture. The combined mixture was then stirred over a magnetic stirrer for >15 
minutes to ensure sufficient reaction (e.g., dissolution) between the powder and solution, 
resulting in a slurry or geopolymer precursor. In general, geopolymerization requires alkali 
activation. However, no NaOH or KOH was added to the RM-GP synthesis owing to the 
presence of residual NaOH in red mud. In fact, the pH of as-received red mud slurry is about 
11.9. 
  The quantity of each material or chemical added to the synthesis was pre-determined based 
on the pre-designed composition of the geopolymers. The MK-GP were prepared at three 
different Si/Al ratios of 1.25, 1.75, and 2.25, while the Na2O/SiO2 and H2O/Na2O weight ratios 
remained constant at 0.3 and 17.5, respectively, to explore the influence of the Si/Al ratio only 
on the compressive strength. The MK-GP with a Si/Al ratio of 1.75 was also selected for five 
different curing durations of 5, 9, 14, 21, and 28 days. The RM-GP were synthesized at three 
RM/FA weight ratios of 80/20, 50/50, and 20/80, to investigate the influence of variable 
chemical compositions (e.g., Si/Al ratio) on the compressive strength. The one with a RM/FA 
weight ratio of 50/50 was also selected for curing at four different durations (i.e., 7, 14, 21, 28 
days) to estimate the time required for complete curing.  
  To make regularly shaped specimens for mechanical testing, the prepared geopolymer 
precursors were poured into cylindrical molds with an inner diameter of 2 cm and height of 5 cm 
(i.e., an aspect ratio of 2.5 to minimize the end effects), followed by curing in a laboratory 
ambient environment at room temperature. After 5 days of initial curing, the nearly hardened 
specimens were demolded. Prolonged curing of various durations was then allowed to examine 
the rate of curing. During initial and prolonged curing, all specimens were wrapped by plastic 






































each type of geopolymer of a pre-designed composition (e.g., Si/Al ratio, Na/Si ratio) at each 
curing duration.  
 
        4.2.3 Characterization 
 
  Unconfined compression tests (ASTM C39/C39) were performed on cured cylindrical 
specimens using an automated GeoTAC loading frame (Trautwein Soil Testing Equipment, Inc., 
USA) at a constant strain rate of 0.5%/min. The two ends of each specimen were polished by 
sand paper to obtain flat and parallel surfaces. During testing, a very thin layer of lubricant 
coating was applied to the two ends of the specimen, in order to minimize the friction hence 
shear stress development between the specimen end surfaces and polished stainless steel end 
platens of the loading frame.  
  Microstructural and chemical characterization of the raw materials and resulting 
geopolymers was also performed to enhance the understanding of the composition—
microstructure—strength relationship. The composition of metakaolin, red mud, fly ash, and 
both types of completely cured geopolymers was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using 
a Bruker/Siemens D5000 automated X-ray powder diffractometer. All XRD scans used Cu 
Kradiation, a step size of 0.02°, a scan speed of 0.02° per 2 seconds, and a scan range of 2-42° 
2(diffraction angle). For the two cured geopolymers, the powdery samples were obtained by 
wet grinding with alcohol in a McCrone micronizing mill (McCrone Accessories and 
Components, USA) for 3 minutes, which usually generates a fine powder with particle sizes ≤38 
m for most silicate minerals. The microstructure of the cured geopolymers was examined using 
a FEI Quanta 200 scanning electron microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. 
Chemical elemental analyses were also performed by an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDXS) device equipped with this SEM system. For each type of geopolymers, 
small pieces selected from the cylindrical specimens failed under unconfined compression 
testing were examined, with a particular attention to the fractured failure surface. The external 
surfaces of the geopolymer samples were avoided, because their aerial exposure during curing 
may lead to the formation of different microstructure that is not representative of the entire 
geopolymer sample. All examined samples were coated by platinum before the SEM 
examination. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
        4.3.1 Mechanical Properties 
 
  The mechanical properties of the geopolymers were examined by the unconfined 
compression testing. Because of the large number of specimens, it is infeasible to show all test 
results. Therefore, only were the MK-GP with a Si/Al ratio of 1.75 and the RM-GP with a 
RM/FA ratio of 50/50 selected to illustrate the difference in their mechanical properties. Figure 
4.2 compares the stress-strain curves of the two geopolymers cured at different durations (i.e., 7, 
14, 21, 28 days). It is clear that all curves exhibit a well defined elastic regime, but the yielding is 
poorly defined. These curves at each curing duration share a common feature: the MK-GP 
exhibit a higher compressive strength (f) and a greater stiffness (or Young’s modulus, E) than 
the RM-GP. With increasing curing duration, however, the difference in stiffness becomes 
smaller and smaller. Surprisingly, the difference of the two samples’ stiffness is very small at a 
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curing duration of 28 days. Moreover, all of the MK-GP specimens feature brittle failure, while 
the RM-GP ones show a clear transition from ductile failure at shorter curing durations (e.g., 7 
and 14 days) to brittle failure at longer curing durations (e.g., 21 and 28 days). In other words, 
the failure strain (f) of the RM-GP decreases rapidly with curing time. In contract, the f of the 
MK-GP is nearly constant (i.e., around 2.1 to 2.3%) for different curing durations. In summary, 
these phenomena suggest that the MK-GP are stronger, stiffer, and more ductile than the RM-GP.  
 
4.3.2 Time for Complete Curing 
 
  Figure 4.3 compares the influence of curing duration on the f of the two geopolymers. In 
general, the f of both geopolymers increases initially with curing time, and then reaches a 
relatively constant value for even prolonged curing. The f of the MK-GP stabilizes around a 
nearly constant value of 22.8 to 24.3 MPa when curing time exceeds 9 days, suggesting that 
complete curing of this MK-GP can be achieved in 9 days. The f of RM-GP stabilizes to a 
constant value of 10.6 MPa after 21 days of curing, indicating that complete curing can be 
achieved in 21 days. Therefore, the MK-GP exhibit much higher strength and take much shorter 

































































































Figure 4.2 Strain-stress curves of the MK-GP and RM-GP specimens cured at different 



























































 Figure 4.4 Influence of curing duration on the stress-strain behavior of the MK-
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Figure 4.3 Influence of curing duration on the compressive strength of the MK-




  To better illustrate the change of the mechanical properties with curing, Figure 4.4 
compares the stress-strain curves of each geopolymer at different curing durations. Clearly, for 
both geopolymers, the compressive strength and stiffness increase with curing duration, while 
the failure strain (f) decreases. With sufficient time of curing (i.e., after complete curing), all of 
the aforementioned parameters (i.e., f, E, and f) reach a nearly constant value. The slow rate of 
curing of the RM-GP is also clearly demonstrated in Figure 4(b). These more dispersed stress-
strain curves indicate that the mechanical properties of the RM-GP is more time-dependent, and 
a longer curing duration is required to develop its full strength or stiffness. Interestingly, 
although  the f keeps almost constant for 21 and 28 days curing, the stiffness continuously 
increases, while the failure strain decreases, indicating that the mechanical behavior of the RM-
GP may still change (i.e., become stiffer and brittle) during prolonged curing. 
 
        4.3.3 Factors Affecting Curing and Strength Development 
   
  Three factors may account for the above difference in the temporal development of 
mechanical properties between the two geopolymers. The first one is the alkalinity or 
concentration of alkaline solution used in the synthesis. During the geopolymerization process, 
high alkalinity is required to activate or dissolve the amorphous, reactive silica and alumina. A 
more caustic alkalinity results in faster and more extensive dissolution of the source material and 
induces more reactive silica and alumina species, so that a higher extent and degree of 
geopolymerization takes place, leading to the generation of more geopolymeric binder. Therefore, 
a higher alkalinity certainly improves the compressive strength and stiffness of the final 
geopolymeric products. In fact, Hardjito et al. (2004) also stated that alkali concentration is the 
most significant factor for geopolymerization and a higher concentration of NaOH yields a 
higher compressive strength. For the two geopolymers synthesized in this study, the 
concentration of the NaOH solutions used for the MK-GP synthesis ranges from 6.5-7.8 M with 
pH values far exceeding 14.0, while the RM-GP synthesis uses no newly added NaOH, but only 
the residual NaOH in the red mud slurry with a pH of 11.9. Clearly, such different alkalinities 
affect the rate and extent of geopolymerization reactions and hence the mechanical behavior of 
the geopolymers. That is, the MK-GP can achieve complete curing in 9 days, while complete 
curing of the RM-GP requires 21 days. 
   The second factor is the reactivity of source materials. Parent materials with higher 
reactivity can be easily dissolved and then participate in geopolymerization, leading to faster 
dissolution, higher degree of geopolymerization, and less reaction time (i.e., curing time). Xu 
and van Deventer [2000] pointed out that, in order to synthesize a geopolymer with a high 
compressive strength, source materials with a high reactivity are usually required. In general, 
calcined materials possess higher reactivity, since most crystalline phases in source materials 
collapse their structure and become amorphous after calcination at high temperatures (Davidovits 
1991; Xu and Van Deventer 2003). The reactivity of the source materials is also affected by the 
particle size. Finer particles have a larger specific surface area (i.e., total surface area per unit 
mass) that promotes a faster reaction between the solid particles and solution. In this study, 
metakaolin and fly ash are calcined and red mud is noncalcined. Moreover, of the three source 
materials, metakaolin has the highest fraction of clay and silt-sized particles (i.e., the total fine 
fraction is 96%, see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1), while red mud only has 76% clay and silt-sized 
particles. Therefore, metakaolin is expectedly more reactive than the mixture of red mud and fly 
ash. As a result, the MK-GP take less curing time and are stronger and stiffer than the RM-GP.  
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  The third factor is the quantity and characteristics (e.g., size, shape) of nonreactive and 
unreacted phases as inactive granular fillers in the final geopolymeric products. Aggregate or 
granular fillers in some cases (e.g., strong filler, suitable gradation or size, sufficient interfacial 
bonding between the filler and geopolymer binder) may strengthen the geopolymer matrix and 
improve the strength. In most cases, however, undesired and fine-grained fillers typically cause 
negative effects on the mechanical properties of the geopolymer binders. As shown in Table 4.1 
and further confirmed by the XRD results below, red mud contains a significant amount of 
nonreactive, crystalline phases (e.g., hematite or 30.9% Fe2O3, see Table 4.1), while only trace 
amounts of crystalline impurities (e.g., quartz, illite) are present in metakaolin, as shown by the 
XRD results discussed below. Therefore, the MK-GP are relatively pure geopolymers and are 
much stronger than the RM-GP. Furthermore, it is likely that, in the final geopolymeric products, 
some reactive phases may not have completely reacted and hence be present as unreacted filler. 
This can be confirmed by the SEM and EDXS analyses discussed below. To gain a better insight 
into this issue, further work is needed for a detailed quantitative analysis of both the nonreactive 
and unreacted fillers in the final geopolymeric products.  
 
         4.3.4 X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
       
Figure 4.5 compares the XRD patterns of fly ash, red mud, RM-GP, metakaolin, and MK-GP. 
Fly ash shows a broad hump between 20-36˚ 2with a few sharp peaks, indicating that 
amorphous phases such as calcined silica and alumina are dominant at large quantities and 
crystalline phases such as quartz, anhydrite (CaSO4), and gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) are found as 
well (Table 4.1). The pattern of red mud displays a few sharp peaks from hematite and calcite 







































































Figure 4.5 XRD patterns of fly ash, red mud, metakaolin, RM-GP, and MK-GP (An = 




other words, crystalline phases are dominant in the red mud, an uncalcined material. Metakaolin 
exhibits a pronounced, broad hump between 15-32˚ 2with a few peaks, indicating that it 
contains essentially amorphous silica and alumina with a few crystalline phases such as quartz, 
illite, and kaolinite. It is well known that calcined metakaolin and fly ash are dominated by 
amorphous phases.  
  For the two geopolymers, a broad hump between 18-36˚ 2, which is the characteristic 
reflection of amorphous geopolymers (Li and Liu 2007; Guo et al. 2010), exits in their patterns. 
Apparently, this broad reflection is more pronounced for the MK-GP, but not so clear for the 
RM-GP, which suggests a higher degree of geopolymerization and more pure geopolymer binder 
in the MK-GP than in the RM-GP. This observation may be used to explain why the MK-GP 
possess higher compressive strength and stiffness. Furthermore, all sharp peaks from crystalline 
phases in parent materials are still present in the patterns of both geopolymers, indicating that the 
crystalline phases are not involved in the geopolymerization reaction, but rather present as 
inactive fillers in the geopolymer binder. This agrees with the current understanding that only 
amorphous phases in raw materials are reactive and involved in geopolymerization reactions 
(Zhang et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2010). As mentioned earlier, the mixture of red mud and fly ash 
contains more crystalline phases than the metakaolin, which means that the RM-GP contain a 
higher fraction of inactive fillers, but relatively less geopolymer binder. This also explains why 
the RM-GP are weaker and less stiff than the MK-GP. 
 






Figure 4.6 SEM micrographs of the three raw materials: (a) and (b), metakaolin; (c) 




  Figure 4.6 compares the micromorphological features of the three raw materials. 
Metakaolin particles (Fig. 4.6a-b) are dominantly platy in shape, and it appears that calcination 
makes the particles less bulky and less hexagonally shaped, unlike the well crystallized kaolinite 
crystals. The majority of fly ash particles are microspheres with sizes from 1 to 20 m (Fig. 4.6c). 
The red mud (which was dried and ground to pass a #60 mesh sieve) is characterized by 
aggregates of irregular shapes, and each aggregate appears to be made of much smaller particles 
(Fig. 4.6d). The knowledge of the micromorphology of these raw materials can help identify 
those nonreactive and unreacted phases present in the geopolymer binder, as discussed later. 
EDXS chemical analyses of these samples (results are not shown) confirm the above 





Figure 4.7 SEM micrographs and EDXS analyses for the MK-GP with a Si/Al ratio 
of 1.75: (a) a porous and discrete area; (b) a dense and continuous area; (c) a small 
area indicated by the box in (a); (d) a small area indicated by the box in (b); (e) 
EDXS spectrum of a spot indicated by a circle in (c); and (f) EDXS spectrum of a 
spot indicated by a circle in (d). 
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  Figure 4.7 compares the microstructure of two drastically different areas on the fractured 
surface of a MK-GP specimen with a Si/Al ratio of 1.75: one area (Figs. 4.7a and 4.7c)) consists 
of patches of porous, discrete, prism-shaped particles, while the other shows a dense and 
continuous gel-like matrix without clear particles or particle boundaries (Figs. 4.7b and 4.7d). 
Further EDXS analyses of selected spots from the two areas revealed that both Al and Si are 
absent in the former area (Fig. 4.7e), while the latter area contains mainly O, Na, Al, and Si, all 
of which are the major elements in the geopolymer backbone. As the metakaolin contains very 
few impurities, other elements should not be expected in the final geopolymeric product. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the continuous, gel-like area with no voids is made of 






Figure 4.8 The microstructure of the RM-GP with a RM/FA ratio of 50/50 
showing the presence of micropores and microcracks, a fractured fly ash particle 
(e), some neoformed substances (e.g., needle-shaped particles (b-d), and the 




rather NaOH or Na2CO3 microcrystals. Due to the high alkalinity, some unreacted NaOH may 
precipitate after water evaporates during curing. To check this hypothesis, a monitoring test was 
conducted to measure the pH change during curing, and it was found the pH dropped from a 
value >14 to 13.44 after 10 hours. After this time, further measurement of the pH was not 
feasible owing to the change in the consistency of geopolymer precursor from slurry to paste 
state. On the other hand, the dissolved NaOH may also react with CO2 in air to form Na2CO3, 
which then precipitates as microcrystals after evaporation of water. In fact, some tiny white 
particles (which are soluble in water) were observed on the aerially exposed surface of cured 
geopolymer specimens. Therefore, it is imperative to assume that the prism-like micro-sized 
particles are either NaOH or Na2CO3. Further investigation is needed for a definitive 
determination of the mineralogy of these particles. 
  Figure 4.8 shows the microstructure of the RM-GP. A more porous microstructure is clearly 
observed in these SEM micrographs. Several distinct features can be observed. First, micro-sized 
cracks and voids are present in all images. The abundance of microcracks may be caused by two 
reasons: (1) because the samples examined under SEM were previously loaded to failure under 
unconfined compression, the cracks may be caused by the loading; (2) some of these cracks may 
be introduced by shrinkage during geopolymer curing where water evaporates. The abundant 
micropores and microcracks have a negative influence to the strength of the RM-GP. Second, 
some fly ash particles are not involved in the geopolymer reactions (Fig. 4.8e), which makes it 
difficult to estimate the real Si/Al ratio of the geopolymer binder; Third, some needle or lathe-
shaped particles are formed in the pores or the fractured surfaces. These particles were not 
observed in the two source materials (e.g., fly ash and red mud, Fig. 4.6). It appears that some of 
these needles were formed after the compression testing, as evidenced by the newly grown 
needles around a fractured spherical fly ash particle (Fig. 4.8e). It is noteworthy that similar 
particles were observed in a fly ash-based geopolymer (Guo et al. 2010), but detailed analysis of 
the composition is not available in the literature. Fourth, bulky and dense, gel-like substances are 
also present (Fig. 4.8f), which are most likely the geopolymer binder with inactive fillers, which 
is further supported by the EDXS analyses discussed below. 
  Figure 4.9 shows selected EDXS results for the RM-GP. Figure 4.9a shows the EDXS 
spectrum obtained from a group of needle-shaped particles (indicated by a circle) in Figure 4.8b. 
In addition to the major elements (e.g., Na, Al, Si, O) making up geopolymers, Ca and Fe are 
also present. Because of the loose and porous structure of the needle-shaped particles, the 
electron beam can also interact with the matrix base where these particles grow. This makes it 
difficult to distinguish the elements from the needle particles or the base matrix. Moreover, due 
to the complex chemical compositions of red mud and fly ash, a definitive identification of these 
neoformed needle particles cannot be made. They could be Na2CO3, CaCO3, or a kind of Fe-
oxides. Figure 4.9b is the spectrum for another kind of neoformed substances observed in Figure 
4.8f (indicated by Circle A). These substances are more like crystals with a shape of thin plate or 
slim prism. Their EDXS spectrum shows that no Fe is present, suggesting that they are not Fe-
oxides. Further work is warranted to identify the mineralogical composition of both the needle-
like and plate-shaped particles. Figure 4.9c shows the EDXS spectrum of a more bulky, massive 
area (indicated by Circle B) in Figure 4.8f, where much smaller and shorter needle-shaped 
particles extrude or grow. Again, in addition to the major elements (i.e., Na, Al, Si, O) making 
up the geopolymer, Ca, Ti, and Fe are also present as impurities. According to Duxson et al. 
(Duxson et al. 2007), those impurity elements (e.g., Mg, Ca, Fe) have some influences on the 
geopolymerization, whose complete understanding requires further research. Thus, the 
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continuous base is actually the geopolymer binder filled with hematite and other inclusions (e.g., 






Figure 4.9 EDXS analyses of selected areas from the RM-GP: (a) the spectrum of 
the needle-shaped particles indicated by a circle in Figure 4.8(b); (b) and (c) the 




  Figure 4.10 shows the presence of relatively large, semi-spherical pores of 60-100 m in 
diameter on the fractured surfaces of both types of geopolymers. These pores are likely caused 
by two reasons: (1) the residual air bubbles that were introduced into the geopolymer precursor 
through mixing or trapped inside the geopolymer when the precursor was poured into the mold; 
and (2) the space that was previously occupied by water but became a cavity after water 
evaporates. Previous studies also observed the presence of micropores in geopolymers, 
especially those without de-airing treatment on geopolymer precursors (Zhao et al. 2007). These 
voids can have detrimental influence on the mechanical performance of the final geopolymeric 
products (Zivica 2011). 
 
  In summary, the microstructure of the MK-GP and RM-GP are drastically different. A more 
continuous and relatively dense gel phase is the main MK-based geopolymer binder, while the 
RM-based geopolymer binder appears as a more bulky, massive continuous phase that is 
generally filled with inactive phases. Micropores and microcracks are present in both types of 
geopolymers. However, the voids in the MK-GP are filled with reprecipitated NaOH or Na2CO3 
microcrystals, while the neoformed needle-shaped crystals are abundant in the pores of the RM-
GP. Moreover, the RM-GP have a higher porosity than the MK-GP. In terms of the composition, 
MK-GP contain mainly pure geopolymer binders with a limited amount of reprecipitated NaOH 
or Na2CO3 as fillers, while the RM-GP have both nonreactive (e.g., hematite, gypsum) and 
unreacted (e.g., fly ash) phases and some neoformed crystalline particles, which may be one 
important aspect causing the significant variability in their mechanical behavior. These 
microstructural features suggest that better gelation and a higher degree of geopolymerization 
take place in the MK-GP synthesis. The difference in the microstructure also supports the 
different mechanical properties of the two geopolymers.  
  
        4.3.6 Geopolymerization of Metakaolin and Red Mud-Fly Ash Mixture 
 
  As pointed out earlier, any material containing mostly amorphous silica and alumina is a 
possible source for the production of geopolymers. Based on this study, not all of the mineral 
phases in parent materials participate in the geopolymerization reaction. In other words, 
crystalline phases are generally nonreactive and present as inactive fillers within the geopolymer 
binder (Zhang et al. 2010). In addition, the final geopolymeric products also include a small 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.10 SEM micrographs showing relatively large pores in: (a) the MK-GP 




amount of unreacted source materials, due to either incomplete alkali dissolution (e.g., fly ash 
particles) or reprecipitation of dissolved phases (e.g., NaOH or Na2CO3). For the discussed two 
geopolymers, certain crystalline phases, such as quartz, kaolinite, and illite from metakaolin, 
hematite and calcite from red mud, and quartz, anhydrite, and gypsum from fly ash, are present 
as inactive fillers in the final synthesized products. Therefore, both the MK-GP and RM-GP are 
geopolymeric composites, but not pure geopolymer binders. The geopolymer binder can act as a 
cementitious material to bond the inactive fillers (Zhang et al. 2010). Based on XRD and EDXS 
analysis, the concentration of inactive fillers in the RM-GP is higher than the one in the MK-GP. 
As such, not only do crystalline phases in source materials not participate in the 
geopolymerization, but also some amorphous phases in source materials are not converted to 
geopolymer. In order to make reactive raw materials participate in the geopolymerization 
reaction as completely as possible, long-time mixing (i.e., ≥ 15 minutes) between the raw 
materials and alkali solution should be employed when making geopolymers. Actually, previous 
studies had similar observations that some source materials were still present as aggregates in the 
final products (Aly et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2009; Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt 2009).  
 
        4.3.7 Factors Influencing the Mechanical Performance of Final Geopolymeric 
Composites 
 
  As discussed above, both the MK-GP and RM-GP are not strictly pure geopolymers, but 
geopolymeric composites whose mechanical properties are complex and are affected by a variety 
of factors such as the extent and degree of geopolymerization of source materials, the chemical 
composition (e.g., Si/Al ratio) of the geopolymer binder, the relative fractions of geopolymer 
binder and inactive fillers, inactive fillers characteristics (e.g., particle size, shape, and strength), 
porosity and density, and impurity elements (e.g., Ca, Mg, Fe). According to Duxson et al. 
(2007), those impurity elements in the source materials may add additional reaction pathways 
during geopolymerization. These side reactions cause some changes in material properties during 
synthesis and in the final products. As a result, changes in curing duration, strength, and 
shrinkage may take place. For instance, calcium is known to react strongly with silicon in the 
presence of water to form various calcium silicate hydrate phases, as well as with aluminum to 
form calcium aluminate hydrates. Some researchers have made effort to investigate the effect of 
calcium on geopolymerization (Granizo et al. 2002; Yip and Van Deventer 2003; Yip et al. 2005, 
2008). However, more work is still required to fully understand the effect of those impurity 
elements on geopolymerization. 
         Again, the starting materials play an important role in the properties of final geopolymeric 
products. Since metakaolin is a typical aluminosilicate material with fewer impurities and a 
relatively stable chemical composition, the MK-GP can be manufactured consistently, with 
predictable properties. In contrast, the properties of the RM-GP vary significantly since the 
starting materials (i.e., red mud and fly ash mixtures) are industrial wastes with more impurities 
and a variable chemical composition. Moreover, microstructural analyses demonstrated that even 
some reactive phases may not completely react. As such, the pre-designed Si/Al ratio reflects the 
total Si and Al in the source material. It is not the true value of the geopolymer binder, which is 
expectedly less than the pre-designed Si/Al ratio.    
  In order to better understand the factors affecting the mechanical properties of the final 
geopolymeric composites, Figure 4.11 shows the correlation of compressive strength with the 
designed Si/Al ratio for the two geopolymers. It is clear that the Si/Al ratio has significant effects 
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on the compressive strength of the resulting geopolymeric products, which increases almost 
linearly with the Si/Al ratio for both geopolymers. A similar conclusion was also pointed out in 
the literature (Khale and Chaudhary 2007). In addition, the MK-GP possess higher compressive 
strength than the RM-GP even at the same Si/Al (i.e., ≥ 1.25) ratios, which may be explained by 
the following two reasons: (1) the MK-GP contain a higher fraction of the pure geopolymer 
binder, which plays a dominant role in controlling the mechanical properties (e.g., f) of the final 
geopolymeric composites, and (2) the inactive fillers in the RM-GP have negative impacts on the 
mechanical strength. However, it should be pointed out that the Si/Al ratio of the RM-GP may 
not be the true value of the geopolymer binder, because it is difficult to separate the reacted, 
unreacted, and nonreactive Si and Al in the final geopolymeric composites. For example, the Si 
in quartz was nonreactive, and the Si in some fly ash particles was not reacted, but the 
calculation of the Si/Al ratio in Figure 4.11 used the total amount Si in the source materials.   
 
 
  Previous researchers reported that the f of MK-based geopolymers synthesized at various 
conditions (e.g., different composition, concentration of alkali activator, elevated curing 
temperature, high pressure) has a wide range of 0.03-146.6 MPa (Zivica et al. 2011), while the f 
of RM-based geopolymers synthesized under different conditions (e.g., RM composition, raw 
material combination, concentration of alkali activator) is in a relatively narrow range of 4-20 
MPa (Dimas et al. 2009). Apparently, the MK-GP could possess higher f than the RM-GP, 
which is in agreement with the results of this study. Furthermore, geopolymers synthesized at 
elevated temperatures or high pressures exhibit much enhanced compressive strength (Rowles 
and O’Connor 2003; Rovnanik 2010; Dimas et al. 2011; Zivica et al. 2011). In this work, the 
geopolymers were produced under ambient conditions (i.e., room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure) which can be easily meet in practical applications (e.g., a large construction site or a 
long section of highway). According to Figure 4.11, the highest f of the MK-GP and RM-GP is 
31 and 13 MPa, respectively. The strength of the MK-GP exceeds that (i.e., 9-24 MPa) of most 
ordinary Portland cements, while the RM-GP has strength comparable with the Type IIA (9-12 
MPa) or IA (16 MPa) Portland cement (ASTM C150-05). As such, the studied MK-GP and RM-
y = 29.4x - 32.4
R² = 0.9101






































GP can be used as construction or building materials to replace Portland cement in certain 





  Two different geopolymers were synthesized from metakaolin and the admixture of red 
mud and fly ash, and their mechanical properties, composition, and microstructure were 
characterized, respectively. Based on the experimental results and the comparison of the 
characteristics of the two geopolymers, the following conclusions can be drawn. 
  In general, for a given Si/Al ratio, the MK-GP exhibit much higher compressive strength, 
stiffness, and failure strain than the RM-GP, owing to the higher fraction of pure geopolymer 
binder and less micropores and microcracks in the MK-GP than in the RM-GP. Moreover, the 
former takes much less time to achieve complete curing than the latter, which is attributed to the 
higher reactivity and finer particle size of the calcined metakaolin than the uncalcined red mud. 
For the studied geopolymer samples, the MK-GP achieve a strength of 31 MPa, while the RM-
GP have a strength of 13 MPa. The MK-GP can be cured completely as less as 9 days, while the 
RM-GP takes more than 21 days for complete curing. The compressive strength of both 
geopolymers increases with curing duration and Si/Al ratio, and reaches a constant after 
complete curing. Extended curing can further increase the stiffness and brittleness of the RM-GP. 
  According to the compositional and microstructural analyses, the two geopolymers are both 
geopolymeric composites, but not pure geopolymers. The final products contain a gel-like 
geopolymer binder as the major constituent, but also inherit nonreactive crystalline phases from 
parent materials and a small amount of unreacted source materials. Interestingly, the MK-GP 
also contain some reprecipitated NaOH or Na2CO3, while some neoformed particles with plate or 
needle-like shapes are present in the pore space of the RM-GP. Due to the presence of 
nonreactive, unreacted, and neoformed phases, the Si/Al ratio of the synthesized geopolymer 
binders is not truly the pre-designed desired value. As such, the mechanical properties of the two 
geopolymer composites are complex and affected by a wide range of factors such as properties 
of source materials (e.g., reactivity, chemical composition of reactive phases,  characteristics of 
crystalline phases, and impurity elements), concentration of activating solution (i.e., alkalinity 









CHAPTER 5.   SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF RED MUD AND RICE 




        Red mud (RM) is the major waste produced by the alumina refining industry where the 
Bayer process is used to extract alumina from bauxite ores (Zhang et al. 2010). This process 
involves using highly concentrated NaOH solution for the ore digestion at high pressures and 
elevated temperatures (e.g., 50-230 ˚C) (Sahu et al. 2008). As a result, fresh RM slurry is 
characterized by strong alkalinity (pH 10.5-13) and high water content (Cundi et al. 2005). These 
characteristics, together with its concentrated heavy metals and other trace elements (e.g., 
radionuclides), makes beneficial reuse or proper disposal of RM difficult. The worldwide 
production of RM exceeds 120 million tons (MT) annually (Zhang et al. 2010). At present, 
because of stricter environmental concerns and regulations, direct offsite disposal of untreated or 
unprocessed RM slurry is prohibited (Dimas et al. 2009). Instead, fresh RM slurry is usually 
transported to waste lakes for impoundments, followed by dewatering and drying to reduce its 
volume and maintenance costs. However, such a disposal method is not sustainable and still 
poses potential threats to the environment and public health. Therefore, new trustworthy and 
environmentally friendly disposal methods are urgently needed. To date, although enormous 
efforts on RM treatment, recycling, and utilization have been made (Ayres et al. 2001; Glanville 
and Winnipeg 1991; Marabini et al. 1998; Singh and Prasad 1996; Singh et al. 1997; Yalcin and 
Sevinc 2000), an economical, widely accepted technology for the recycling and reuse of RM has 
yet to be developed. 
  Rice husk ash (RHA) is also an industrial waste produced by burning rice husk primarily for 
the generation of electricity, a kind of sustainable biomass energy. Rice husk, the hard protective 
shell of rice grains, is an agricultural by-product of rice mills. It is available in many regions of 
the world, particularly in under-developed countries. It consists of approximately 40 wt.% 
cellulose, 30 wt.% lignin, and 20 wt.% silica (Chindaprasirt et al. 2007). It is one of the most 
intractable agricultural wastes known to man, because its tough, woody, and abrasive nature 
along with a high silica content makes its proper disposal very difficult (Chaudhary et al. 2004). 
The growing environmental concerns and need for energy from renewable biomass have led to a 
useful and economical solution—burning rice husk for electricity generation with net zero 
carbon output to the atmosphere. After burning, the residual ash is known as RHA. The main 
component of the ash is silica (>90-95 wt.%), existing predominantly in amorphous and partly in 
crystalline phases (although the temperature and duration of burning affect the ratio of 
amorphous to crystalline phases of silica) (Chaudhary et al. 2004), with residual carbon as the 
major impurity and other trace elements such as K and Ca (Table 1). In general, after burning off 
organic constituents of the rice husk, RHA consists of highly porous particles, leading to a low 
bulk unit weight and a very high external surface area (Muthadhi et al. 2007). The amorphous 
silica in RHA is reactive and can be used as a pozzolan. To date, RHA has been successfully 
used in concrete for reduced permeability and enhanced sulfate resistance (Chindaprasirt and 
Rukzon 2008). In addition, it has also been used to partially replace fly ash to regulate the Si/Al 
ratio in geopolymers (Songpiriyakij et al. 2010), among other applications (e.g., Pech-Canul et al. 
2010). 
  Compared with other biomass fuels, rice husk is unusually high in ash content, about 20%, 
which is influenced by the rice’s variety, climatic condition, and geographical location 
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(Asavapisit et al. 2005; Basha et al. 2005). According to a 2003 RHA market study, the annual 
rice husk production totals approximately 120 MT. As such, about 24 MT of RHA was generated 
annually by the biomass energy industry (Bronzeoak 2003). Costa et al. (1999) stated that the 
most common method of RHA disposal is dumping on waste land, thus creating an 
environmental hazard through pollution and land dereliction problems (Costa et al. 1999). 
Therefore, effective and environmentally friendly technologies for RHA disposal are also 
urgently needed due to the immerse amount of RHA generated annually.  
  The geopolymer technology has recently attracted increasing attention as a viable solution 
to reusing and recycling industrial solid wastes and by-products, which provides a sustainable 
and cost-effective development for many problems where hazardous residues have to be treated 
and stored under critical environmental conditions (Hart et al. 2006). This innovative technology 
may also be harnessed to resolve the economic and environmental challenges faced by the RM 
and RHA-producing industries. Geopolymerization is to react amorphous silica-rich and 
alumina-rich solids with a high alkaline solution to form amorphous to semi-crystalline 




 cations in the framework of geopolymer binders 
are tetrahedrally coordinated and linked by oxygen bridges. According to the literature, 
geopolymerization is a complex process, which may be roughly divided into the following steps 
(Davidovits 1991; Duxson et al. 2007; Komnitsas and Zaharaki 2007): (1) the dissolution of 
amorphous phases by alkali solution; (2) transport, orientation, and condensation of precursor 
ions into monomers; (3) polycondensation and polymerization of monomers into amorphous to 
semi-crystalline aluminosilicate polymers. The resulting geopolymers are members of the 
inorganic polymer family, which generally exhibit excellent physical and chemical properties 
and hence may readily be used in diverse applications, such as insulation material, cementitious 
material, and waste fixation. Their chemical composition is similar to that of natural zeolitic 
materials, but they are usually amorphous instead of crystalline (Palomo et al. 1999; Xu and Van 
Deventer 2000). Generally, materials containing mostly amorphous silica (SiO2) and alumina 
(Al2O3) are a possible source for geopolymer production. In fact, a great number of minerals and 
industrial byproducts have been studied as raw materials for geopolymer synthesis, including 
pozzolana (Allahverdi et al. 2008; Verdolotti et al. 2008), natural aluminosilicate minerals (Xu 
and Van Deventer 2000), metakaolin (Davidovits 1991; Duxson et al. 2007; Latella et al. 2008; 
He et al. 2011), fly ash (Steveson and Sagoe-Crentsil 2005; Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt 2009), 
granulated blast furnace slag (Cheng and Chiu 2003; Zhang et al. 2007), fly ash and kaolinite 
mixture (Van Jaarsveld et al. 2002), fly ash and metakaolin mixture (Swanepoel and Strydom 
2002; Kong et al. 2007), RM and metakaolin mixture (Dimas et al. 2009), and RM and fly ash 
mixture (Zhang et al. 2010). More importantly, the starting raw materials play a significant role 
in the geopolymer reaction and affect the mechanical properties and microstructure of the final 
geopolymeric products (van Jaarsveld et al. 2000; Duxson et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2010). 
Therefore, one of the primary research efforts in the past has been devoted to identify different 
source materials for geopolymer production and to characterize the properties of the 
geopolymeric products for potential practical applications. 
        This paper presents an experimental study on the synthesis and characterization of a new 
type of geopolymer composites derived from two industrial wastes, RM and RHA, with extra 
NaOH added at a small quantity. It is a further advancement of the authors’ previous work on the 
red mud and fly ash-based geopolymers, whose synthesis required the activator, Na-silicate or 
Na-trisilicate solution (Zhang et al. 2010). Because the RHA is a good source of reactive 
amorphous silica, this study aims to eliminate the use of Na-silicate or Na-trisilicate solution that 
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is usually required for geopolymer synthesis. Instead, the RHA dissolved in NaOH solution was 
studied as an economical alternative to Na-silicate. Moreover, the geopolymer synthesis 
developed in this work took full advantages of the starting raw materials: dissolved NaOH and 
alumina (Al2O3) in the RM and amorphous silica (SiO2) in the RHA. The only non-waste raw 
material used in this study was sodium hydroxide (NaOH), which was expected to enhance the 
alkalinity for a higher degree of geopolymerization. Therefore, the main objectives of this paper 
are two-fold: (1) to investigate the potential utilization of the RM and RHA as raw materials for 
geopolymer production, and (2) to characterize the composition, microstructure, and mechanical 
properties of the resulting geopolymer products. This study intends to convert two industrial 
wastes into a cementitious composite as a beneficial construction material and hence to develop a 
potentially viable technology for the utilization of the RM and RHA via geopolymerization. As 
discussed below, because both geopolymer binder and inactive fillers are present, the final 
products are geopolymer composites.  
 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
 
        5.2.1 Materials 
 
  The raw materials used for geopolymer synthesis include RM slurry (Noranda Alumina 
LLC, USA), RHA (Agrilectric Research Co., USA), sodium hydroxide (purity quotient: 99%, 
Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA), and deionized water. The original, highly diluted RM slurry obtained 
directly from the alumina refining plant has a pH 11.9 and contains mainly water with dissolved 
Na-aluminate (NaAlO2) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) as the liquid phase, and hematite (Fe2O3) 
and alumina (Al2O3) as the solid phases (Table 5.1), as well as other trace phases (e.g., calcite), 
which were identified by the X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis discussed below. Silica is nearly 
absent, because the Bayer process essentially removes all silica prior to alumina extraction. To 
better control the synthesis process, facilitate geopolymerization reaction, and minimize the 
influence of compositional variation on the end products, the as-received slurry was air-dried, 
homogenized, and pulverized to a powder until all solids passed a #60-mesh (250 m opening) 
sieve. 
  Two as-received RHA samples with different gradations were used without additional 
processing: a regular RHA sample contained particles of a wider size range, while the other one 
was pre-ground to finer sizes by passing all particles through a #100-mesh (150 m opening) 
sieve. They are denoted hereafter by RHA and RHA(f), respectively. The chemical composition 
of the RHA is also summarized in Table 5.1. As indicated by the XRD analysis discussed later, 
the silica in the RHA is mainly amorphous. It is worth noting that the RAH also contains 6 wt.% 
of residual carbon. Because of the low density of carbon, the volumetric percentage is much 
greater than 6%. As such, the RHA has a gray to blackish color. 
   Figure 5.1 shows the particle size distribution (PSD) curves of the two RHA and pre-
processed RM determined by the standard test method (ASTM D422). The mean particle size 
(D50) is 6, 32, and 25 m for the RM, RHA, and RHA(f), respectively. It is noteworthy that the 
highly porous nature of the RHA particles affects the settling velocity due to the creeping flow 
through the pores, the RHA’s PSD obtained by the conventional hydrometer method may deviate 
from the true particle sizes. In addition, the specific gravity of RM and RHA determined by the 
standard test method (ASTM D854) is 3.94 and 2.06, respectively. The higher specific gravity of 
RM is caused by the presence of hematite with a specific gravity of 5.3, while the presence of 
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carbon in the RHA significantly lower its specific gravity. Moreover, the RM is a non-calcined 
material, while the RHA a calcined one. 
 
Table 5.1  Size fraction (wt.%) and chemical composition (wt.%) of the RM and RHA 
samples. 
Composition RM RHA 
Clay (≤2 m) 33.0 4.0 
Silt (2-75 m) 43.0 86.5 
Sand (>75 m) 24.0 9.5 
SiO2 1.2 91.5 
Al2O3 14.0 - 
Fe2O3 30.9 - 
NaOH 20.2 - 
NaAlO2 23.0 - 
CaO 2.5 - 
K2O - 2.3 
TiO2 4.5 - 
MnO 1.7 - 
C - 6.0 
Total 98.0 99.8 
 
 
        5.2.2 Geopolymer Synthesis 
 
  The synthesis process started with mixing the two dry powders at a pre-designed RHA to 
RM weight ratio (RHA/RM), followed by adding a NaOH solution with a pre-designed 
concentration to the powder mixture at a solution to solid weight ratio of 1.2. Then the mixture 
was blended by a magnetic stir bar for at least 15 minutes to ensure sufficient reaction (i.e., 
mainly the dissolution of reactive phases) between the solid powder and NaOH solution, 
resulting in the formation of a geopolymer precursor with a slurry to paste consistency. To 




prepare geopolymer specimens for subsequent mechanical and microstructural characterization, 
the precursor was then poured into cylindrical molds with an inner diameter of 2 cm and height 
of 5 cm (i.e., an aspect ratio of 2.5 to minimize the end effects during unconfined compression 
testing), followed by curing in a laboratory ambient environment (e.g., room temperature and 
atmospheric pressure) for 14 days. The specimens were then demolded, followed by prolonged 
curing in exposed conditions. To ensure reproducibility, three duplicate specimens were prepared 
for each geopolymer composition. Finally, although curing at elevated temperatures can reduce 
the curing time and enhance the mechanical properties of the final cured products, this option 
was not examined in this study owing to the difficulty of high temperature curing in engineering 
practice. 
  To examine the compositional influence on geopolymer properties, several parameters were 
varied during synthesis. The pre-designed composition (e.g., Si/Al and Na/Si ratios) of the 
geopolymer specimens controls the quantity of each raw material or chemical used in each 
synthesis. Excluding a fixed NaOH solution to solid weight ratio of 1.2, totally four sets of 
synthesis parameters were investigated in this study: (A) the curing duration varied from 14 to 49 
days with an interval of 7 days for the geopolymer with an RHA/RM ratio of 0.4 and a NaOH 
concentration of 4 M; (B) the RHA/RM ratio, which essentially controls the Si/Al ratio of the 
end product, varied from 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, to 0.6; (C) the alkalinity or Na/Si ratio was altered by 
changing the concentration of NaOH solutions (i.e., 2, 4, and 6 M); and (D) the RHA gradation 
(i.e., a regular vs. a finer RHA). Table 5.2 summarizes the varied synthesis parameters and their 
purposes for each of the four test sets. To clearly determine the influence of each specific 
parameter and isolate the influence of other different synthesis parameters, only the selected 
parameter was altered within each test set, while others kept at a constant value. 
 
Table 5.2 Summary of the varied synthesis parameters and their purposes. 
Test set The parameter varied Purpose  Other fixed parameters 
A Curing duration = 14, 21, 28, 
35, 42, 49 days 
Time for complete 
curing 
Solution to solid weight ratio = 1.2 
RHA/RM weight ratio = 0.4 
Curing duration = 60 days 
NaOH solution concentration = 4 M 
RHA gradation = regular RHA 
B RHA/RM  weight ratio = 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 
Effect of Si/Al ratio 
C Concentration of NaOH 
solution = 2, 4, 6 M 
Effect of alkalinity 
D RHA gradation = 
Regular and finer RHA 
Effect of RHA 
particle sizes 
 
        5.2.3 Mechanical and Microstructural Characterization 
 
  Unconfined compression tests (ASTM C39/C39M) were performed on cured cylindrical 
specimens using an automated GeoTAC loading frame (Trautwein Soil Testing Equipment, Inc., 
USA) at a fixed strain rate of 0.5%/min. The two ends of each specimen were polished by sand 
paper to obtain flat and parallel surfaces. A very thin layer of lubricant coating was applied to the 
two ends of each specimen, in order to minimize the friction and hence shear stress development 
between the specimen end surfaces and polished stainless steel end platens of the loading frame.  
   Chemical and microstructural characterization of the two raw materials and resulting 
geopolymers was also performed to enhance the understanding of the composition—
microstructure—strength relationship. The mineralogical composition of the RM, RHA, and 
completely cured RM-RHA geopolymer was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a 
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Bruker/Siemens D5000 automated X-ray powder diffractometer. All XRD scans used Cu 
Kradiation, a step size of 0.02°, a scan speed of 0.02° per 2 seconds, and a scan range of 2-42° 
2(diffraction angle). For the cured geopolymer, the powdery sample for XRD analysis was 
obtained by wet grinding with alcohol in a McCrone micronizing mill (McCrone Accessories 
and Components, USA) for 3 minutes, which usually generates a fine powder with particle sizes 
≤38 m for most silicate minerals. The particle micromorphology of the RHA and RM and the 
microstructure of the cured geopolymers were examined using an FEI Quanta 200 scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. Chemical elemental analyses 
were also performed by an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) device 
equipped with the SEM system. For the microstructure of the RM-RHA geopolymer, small 
pieces selected from the cylindrical specimens loaded to failure by unconfined compression 
testing were examined, with a particular attention to the fractured failure surface. The external 
surfaces of the geopolymer samples were avoided, because their aerial exposure during curing 
may lead to the formation of different microstructure that is not representative of the entire 
geopolymer specimen. All examined samples were coated by platinum for subsequent SEM and 
EDXS analyses. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
 
        5.3.1 Effect of Curing Time 
 
 
  Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of stress-strain curves with curing time for the RM-RHA 
geopolymers prepared in Test Set A (Table 5.2), where the compressive strength (f), Young’s 
modulus (E), and failure strain (f) can be obtained and compared (Table 5.3). It is clear that both 
the f and E increase with curing time. However, the f stabilizes to a nearly constant value of 
11.7 MPa after 35 days of curing, suggesting that the geopolymer sample can achieve complete 
curing in about 35 days. Moreover, with curing progressing, there is an obvious transition from a 
more ductile to a brittle failure. In fact, the f decreases continuously. If the stabilization of peak 





strength is adopted as a criterion to judge whether curing is complete, then some geopolymer 
reactions may be still ongoing after complete curing, as indicated by the continuous increase in 
stiffness or decrease in failure strain while under a constant peak strength. To summarize, this set 
of tests suggests that the strength, Young’s modulus, and failure strain of a completely cured 
RM-RHA geopolymer are 11.7 MPa, 1.77 GPa, and 0.75%, respectively. This set of data also 
demonstrates that curing is critical in the development of mechanical properties of this type of 
geopolymers. Therefore, to ensure complete curing and minimize the undesired influence of 
incomplete curing on the interpretation of test results, other geopolymer samples discussed in the 
following sections were all cured for 60 days before they were examined under unconfined 
compression testing.  
 











A 49 days 11.70 0.75 1.77 
42 days 11.13 1.30 1.39 
35 days 11.82 1.50 0.99 
28 days 7.86 1.75 0.62 
21 days 3.40 1.10 0.37 
14 days 1.74 4.80 0.1 
B RHA/RM = 0.6 11.86 0.91 1.34 
RHA/RM = 0.5 20.46 1.13 1.89 
RHA/RM = 0.4 11.70 0.75 1.77 
RHA/RM = 0.3 3.16 0.54 0.76 
C NaOH 6 M 8.23 1.02 0.90 
NaOH 4 M 11.70 0.75 1.77 
NaOH 2 M 15.23 2.62 0.89 
D Regular RHA 11.70 0.75 1.77 
Finer RHA 16.08 0.91 2.03 
 
   It is noteworthy that the complete curing time of 35 days is considerably longer than that of 
the geopolymers derived from other raw materials such as metakaolin, fly ash, or furnace slag. 
For instance, He et al. (2011) reported that a duration of 14 days was required for the compete 
curing of a metakaolin-based geopolymer, and Zhang et al. (2009) pointed out that 28 days were 
required for the complete curing of a RM and fly ash-based geopolymer. In general, calcined 
materials that typically have finer gradation possess higher reactivity, since most crystalline 
phases in the pre-calcined materials collapse their structure and become amorphous after 
calcination at high temperatures (Xu and van Deventer 2003). For this study, RM is non-calcined 
and is dominant by crystalline phases (as confirmed by the XRD results below) that are non-
reactive and present as inactive fillers in the end products. The slow rate of geopolymerization is 
mainly caused by the relative large particles of the RHA (Table 5.1) that reduce the rate of 
dissolution in an alkaline solution. As a result, much longer reaction or curing time is required 
for this type of RM-RHA based geopolymers to develop its maximum strength and stiffness. In 
addition, as validated by the XRD results, a great amount of impurities (e.g., crystalline phases, 
unreacted amorphous phases) in the final geopolymeric products from the two raw materials may 




        5.3.2 Effect of Raw Material Mix Ratio   
 
  Figure 5.3 presents the influence of varied raw material mix ratios (i.e., RHA/RM weight 
ratios = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6) on the mechanical properties of the RM-RHA geopolymers (i.e., Test 
Set B in Table 2). The change in the RHA/RM ratio results in variable Si/Al ratios. Based on the 
chemical composition (Table 5.1), the corresponding nominal Si/Al ratios are 1.68, 2.24, 2.80, 
and 3.35 for the chosen RHA/RM. According to Figure 5.3, the f, E, and f are all enhanced 
while the Si/Al ratio increases from 1.68 to 2.80 . Specifically, the f is in the range of 3.2-20.5 
MPa (Table 5.3). Such improvements can be explained by two possible reasons: (a) an increased 
amount of reactive silica from the RHA results in a higher density of the Si-O-Si bonds in the 
geopolymer, leading to a higher strength and stiffness; and (b) a higher amount of RHA with a 
high specific surface area makes the end products more ductile. 
 
   However, all of them (i.e., f, E, and f) decrease when the Si/Al ratio changes from 2.80 to 
3.35 (Table 5.3). Theoretically, the Si-O-Si bonds are stronger than those of Si-O-Al and Al-O-
Al (Jong and Brown 1980), implying that the strength of geopolymers should increase with the 
Si/Al ratio because the density of the Si-O-Si bonds increases with the Si/Al ratio (Duxson et al. 
2005). However, in this study, the geopolymers with a higher Si/Al ratio (i.e., 3.35) exhibit 
poorer mechanical properties, contrary to the aforementioned principle, suggesting that other 
synthesis parameters begin to affect the mechanical properties (Duxson et al. 2005). The critical 
reasons for this phenomenon are believed to include: (a) relatively larger RHA solid particles 
cause negative influence on the rate and extent of geopolymerization reaction (Chindaprasirt et al. 
2009), which is more dominant when the RHA makes up a higher fraction in the raw material 
mix. As such, the resulting geopolymers are weaker; (b) a higher proportion of RHA results in 
more unreacted RHA (as observed by the SEM analysis) in the end products, whose poor 
Figure 5.3 Influence of the RHA/RM weight ratio and RHA particle size 




mechanical properties make the final geopolymeric products weaker and less ductile; and (c) a 
higher concentration of soluble Si hinders the reorganization of Si and Al, and hence results in a 
reduced skeletal density of the geopolymer binder (Duxson et al. 2005), which also makes the 
geopolymers weaker. 
 
        5.3.3 Effect of the RHA Particle Size 
   
  Figure 5.3 also includes the stress-strain curve for the geopolymer synthesized with a finer 
RHA sample that was ground to pass a #100 mesh (i.e., Test Set D in Table 5.2). As expected, 
this sample possesses improved f, E, and f than the one derived from a regular RHA and the 
same RHA/RM ratio (Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3). There are two reasons for such improvements: 
(a) finer particle sizes improve the reactivity of the RHA so that a higher degree of 
geopolymerization of the raw materials can be achieved (Chindaprasirt et al. 2009), which makes 
the resulting geopolymer specimens stronger and more ductile; and (b) the higher specific 
surface area of finer RHA solid also results in stronger and more ductile geopolymers (Rahier et 
al. 2003). Therefore, the mechanical properties (i.e., f, E, and f) of the final geopolymer 
products are highly dependent upon the physical properties, such as particle size, of the raw 
materials, in addition to their chemical compositions such as the Si/Al ratio. 
 
        5.3.4 Influence of Alkali Concentration  
   
  
 
  Figure 5.4 shows the influence of NaOH concentration on the stress-strain curves of the 
RM-RHA geopolymer (i.e., Test Set C in Table 5.2). Clearly, different mechanical properties 
resulted from varied NaOH concentrations (2, 4, and 6 M) can be identified. That is, the f 
decreases with increasing NaOH concentration, while the E and f either decrease or increase 
(Table 5.3). It is commonly agreed that alkalinity is one of the most significant factors affecting 
Figure 5.4 Influence of the NaOH concentration on the mechanical properties 




the properties of geopolymers since they are alkali-activated materials (Chindaprasirt et al. 2009; 
Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Somna et al. 2011). In this study, 
however, it appears that alkali concentration may cause variable mechanical behavior, which 
differs from some previous observations that higher alkalinity yields geopolymers with higher 
compressive strength and stiffness (e.g., Hardjito et al. 2004). The possible reasons accounting 
for this include: (1) the higher viscosity of higher NaOH concentration solutions hinders the 
leaching of silicon and aluminum, resulting in a negative effect on the degree of 
geopolymerization reaction (Chindaprasirt et al. 2009) and hence the mechanical properties of 
the final products; (2) the excess OH
-
 concentration from higher NaOH concentration solutions 
causes aluminosilicate gel precipitation at very early stage (Lee and van Deventer 2002), and 
consequently geopolymerization is hindered, resulting in detrimental influence on the 
mechanical properties (Somna et al. 2011); and (3) as discussed later, the RHA’s incomplete 
dissolution and reaction is believed to cause significant variability in mechanical properties of 
the final products. Therefore, NaOH concentration is also critical in affecting the mechanical 
properties of geopolymers.  
 
        5.3.5 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis 
  
 
  Figure 5.5 shows the XRD patterns of the RM, RHA, and cured RM-RHA geopolymer. The 
sharp peaks in RM are mainly caused by the presence of hematite and calcite. The absence of 
discernible broad humps in the RM pattern indicates that the amorphous phases are absent or not 
present at large quantities. It is worth noting that, although the RM contains alumina (Al2O3) as 
indicated by the chemical analysis (Table 5.1), no alumina peaks are identified in the XRD 
pattern, suggesting that the alumina in the RM is mainly present as an amorphous phase. Thus, 
Figure 5.5 XRD patterns of the RM, RHA, and RHA-RM Geopolymer (H = 




the RM provides mainly NaOH and Al either in the form of amorphous Al2O3 or dissolved 
NaAlO2, but little Si, for geopolymerization. The RHA pattern has two huge and broad humps at 
4-15 and 15-30 ˚2, respectively, indicating the presence of amorphous phases. The first broad 
hump may be caused by the non-oxidized or partially oxidized organic phases in the rice husk, 
while the second one is from the amorphous silica. A small sharp peak also indicates the 
presence of a crystalline phase of silica, quartz. According to its chemical composition (Table 
5.1), silica in the RHA is mainly present as amorphous phase with trace crystalline quartz. This 
is in agreement with the general literature (e.g., Chaudhary et al. 2004; Muthadhi et al. 2007; Foo 
and Hameed 2009). The above results agree well with the fact that RM is a non-calcined material 
consisting of mainly crystalline phases, while RHA is a calcined material with the majority of its 
crystalline phases converted to amorphous after high-temperature calcination (Xu and van 
Deventer 2003). 
   In the RM-RHA geopolymer pattern, a huge, broad, and nonsymmetrical hump from 
amorphous phases is clearly observed at 4-35 ˚2, along with a few sharp peaks identified as 
crystalline hematite. This very broad hump may result from the superposition of three amorphous 
or semi-crystalline phases: (1) the amorphous organic phases (containing organic C from rice 
husk due to incomplete oxidization or burning) that are inherited from the RHA and span from 4 
to 15 ˚2; (2) the unreacted reactive amorphous silica that is inherited from the RHA and spans 
from 15 to 30 ˚2, because incomplete dissolution and reaction may take place during 
geopolymerization (e.g., He et al. 2012); and (3) the amorphous geopolymer that is neoformed 
and usually span from 18 to 35 ˚2. This observation also agrees well with the current 
understanding that geopolymers are amorphous to semi-crystalline aluminosilicates (Davidovits 
1991; Duxson et al. 2007; He et al. 2011). The presence of sharp peaks of hematite inherited 
from the RM suggests that crystalline phases are not involved in geopolymerization, but simply 
present as nonreactive fillers in the geopolymer binder (Lecomte et al. 2003; Hart et al. 2006; 
Zhang et al. 2010). Finally, some crystalline minerals such as quartz and calcite identified in the 
parent materials are not observed in the geopolymer. The possible reasons include: (a) they are 
not detectable or identifiable due to their tiny concentration in the final geopolymeric products; 
and (b) they may have participated in other side reactions during geopolymerization. For instance, 
calcium is known to react strongly with silicon in the presence of water to form various phases of 
calcium silicate hydrate (Duxson et al. 2007). 
 
        5.3.6 Characterization of Microstructure 
   
  Figure 5.6 shows the micromorphological features of the two raw materials. The RM 
(which was dried and ground to pass a #60 mesh sieve) is characterized by irregularly-shaped 
aggregates that appear to be porous and comprised of much smaller particles (Figures 5.6a and 
5.6b). In fact, hematite, the major solid constituent of the RM, is finely-divided nanocrystals with 
a size of 20-50 nm (Schwartmann & Taylor 1989). Thus the aggregates are most likely hematite 
particles. Moreover, some observable needle-shaped particles (Figure 5.6b), probably gypsum, 
shows the existence of some impurities. The regular RHA particles are much more variable in 
size (e.g., 1-400 m), and most of them have a thin shell or plate like shape. Interestingly, the 
surface of these shell fragments of the RHA particles has rectangular indents (Figure 5.6c), 
which are believed to be inherited from the original structure of rice husk. Such a thin shell 
particle shape renders RHA a very high specific surface area. Figure 5.6d shows a closer view of 
an RHA particle. Knowing the micromorphology of the RM and RHA can help identify whether 
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some phases (e.g., nonreactive or unreacted reactive phases) in the final products are inherited 
from the parent materials. In addition, EDXS chemical analyses of these two materials (results 
are not shown) also confirm the above mineralogical analyses by XRD (Figure 5.5) and their 
elemental compositions (Table 5.1). 
    
 
   Figure 5.7 shows the microstructure of a representative fractured surface from a failed RM-
RHA geopolymer specimen, along with the EDXS spectra of selected interesting spots. A porous 
and inhomogeneous microstructure with micro cracks and micro voids is clearly observed on this 
surface (Figure 5.7a). These cracks may have two possible origins: (1) shrinkage cracks during 
geopolymer curing when water evaporation takes place; (2) load-induced cracks caused by the 
unconfined compression testing. On the other hand, the voids may be induced by another two 
reasons: (1) the residual air bubbles that are introduced into the geopolymer precursor through 


































































Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs and EDXS 
analyses of the RM-RHA geopolymer: (a) a 
typical internal surface; (b) Area 1 in (a); 
(c) EDXS spectrum of a selected spot 
indicated by a circle in (d); (d) Area 2 in 
(a); (e) EDXS spectrum of a selected spot 
indicated by a circle in (d); (f) Area 3 in 
(a); and (g) EDXS spectrum of a selected 




water evaporation. Both cracks and voids have a significant detrimental influence on the strength 
of the geopolymer specimens. This agrees with the current understanding that special processing 
technology (e.g., using vacuum to remove air or high pressure to suppress air bubbles) can 
absolutely improve the geopolymer’s mechanical properties (e.g., Zivica et al. 2011).  
   Figure 5.7b shows a magnified view of the microstructure of Area 1 indicated in Figure 
5.7a, while Figure 5.7c is the EDXS spectrum obtained from the spot indicated by a circle in 
Figure 5.7b. This area is also porous and filled with grains of 1-3 m in size. Beneath these 
grains is a more bulky, continuous base. From the EDXS spectrum (Figure 5.7c), this area 
mainly contains Na, Al, Si, O, and Fe. The former four elements are the major constituents of 
pure geopolymers. Therefore, the micro gains are likely hematite aggregates, while the bulky 
base is the geopolymer binder. In addition, the raw materials, particularly the RM, contain a 
considerable amount of impurities, which are also expected in the final products. This is clearly 
shown by the EDXS spectrum, where Fe, Ca, and Ti are also detected. These impurities can 
influence to some extent the geopolymerization process (Duxson et al. 2007). In fact, this is a 
very important factor that causes the properties of the RM-RHA geopolymer to be variable and 
complicated. 
  Figure 5.7d shows a magnified view of the microstructure of Area 2 indicated in Figure 5.7a, 
while Figure 5.7e the EDXS spectrum obtained from the spot indicated by a circle in Figure 5.7d. 
The curved, shell-like appearance suggests that this observed particle of >30 m in size is 
probably an RHA grain. The EDXS analysis further validates this observation, because only O 
and Si with trace Na and Fe are detected (Figure 5.7e). Previous studies had similar observations 
that some unreacted source materials were still present as inclusions in the final products (Aly et 
al. 2008; Bell et al. 2009; Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt 2009). The amorphous RHA particle is 
relatively weak and thus can be considered as a defect in the geopolymer binder phase, resulting 
in some negative effects on the strength of the end products. This effect of course depends upon 
the quantity of the unreacted materials. In other words, the more the unreacted RHA in the final 
products, the lower the mechanical strength. This also explains the reason why increasing the 
Si/Al ratio from 2.8 to 3.35 (equivalent to the RHA/RM ratio from 0.5 to 0.6, respectively) 
causes negative effects on the mechanical performance (Figure 5.3), because some excessive 
RHA particles may remain unreacted. To improve their mechanical properties, efforts should be 
made to assure the complete dissolution of the RHA in the geopolymer synthesis. This is why a 
longer duration of mixing (i.e., >15 mins stirring) between the dry powder mixture and NaOH 
solution was employed in this study, as Rattanasak and Chindaprasirt (2009) reported that longer 
duration of mixing increases the dissolution of raw materials.  
  Figure 5.7f shows some prism-shaped, crystal-like particles observed in Area 3 in Figure 
5.7a. In fact, these particles were found to be distributed widely in the RM-RHA geopolymer 
composite. Their EDXS spectrum (Figure 5.7g) shows the presence of Na, O, and Si, with trace 
Fe, suggesting that these prism particles are a certain form (e.g., Na2SiO3 or other forms) of 
sodium silicates derived from the side reaction of NaOH and RHA. This constituent is actually 
an impurity, which also influences negatively the mechanical properties of the final products. In 
particular, more sodium silicate is expected when the NaOH concentration is higher. As such, 
this agrees well with the aforementioned compressive strengths obtained from samples prepared 
with variable NaOH concentrations (Figure 5.4). In fact, side reaction is also an important factor 
causing the significant variability in the mechanical behavior of geopolymers (Duxson et al. 
2007). Owing to the complex chemical compositions of the RM and RHA, some side reactions 
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are expected during geopolymerization reactions, which make the evaluation of the mechanical 
properties of final products difficult.  
 
        5.3.7 Geopolymerization of RM and RHA  
 
  In this study, the RM, RHA, and NaOH solution are actually the three parent materials used 
in the synthesis of the RM-RHA geopolymers. Generally, sodium silicate solution is required as 
an activator for geopolymer synthesis, but it was not used in this study. Here a novelty is that the 
RHA consisting of mainly amorphous SiO2 is used as an alternative or replacement material. 
Zhang et al. (2009) stated that the addition of sodium silicate in addition to NaOH may have 
positive influence on the compressive strength of the resulting geopolymers. A subsequent study 
that investigates the influence of addition of sodium silicate to the synthesis of the RM-RHA 
geopolymers is to be performed. On the basis of the XRD analysis, only amorphous phases in 
raw materials participate in the geopolymerization reactions. Thus, reactive phases for 
geopolymerization include: NaOH, dissolved alumina (Al2O3), and NaAlO2 from the RM; 
amorphous SiO2 from the RHA; and NaOH from the solution. Furthermore, as suggested by the 
XRD and SEM-EDXS results, most crystalline phases and some unreacted reactive phases in the 
parent materials are present as inactive fillers in the final geopolymeric products, which cause 
noticeably influences on the mechanical properties. Therefore, the RHA-RM geopolymers are a 
kind of composites containing the pure geopolymer binder and inactive fillers. In this regard, the 
nominal Si/Al ratios calculated based on the elemental composition (Table 5.1) of the parent 
materials reflect the total Si and Al ratios in the final composites, but not the true Si/Al ratios in 
the pure geopolymer binders, which should be less than the nominal values. 
 
        5.3.8 Factors Affecting the Mechanical Performance of the Final Composites 
 
  It is well known that the starting materials play an important role in affecting the properties 
of final geopolymeric products. The properties of the RM-RHA geopolymer composites may 
vary significantly, because the raw materials (i.e., RM and RHA) are industrial wastes with 
impurities and variable chemical compositions. For instance, the properties of the RHA are 
firmly associated with the variety, climatic condition, and geographical location of rice paddy 
and the combustion conditions such as burning duration and burning temperature (Chaudhary et 
al. 2004; Muthadhi et al. 2007). The properties of the RM are also expected to be variable, 
depending upon the composition of the ores (e.g., bauxite) and processing conditions. Moreover, 
Van Jaarsveld et al. (2003) reported that the use of fly ashes (another industrial waste) of 
superficially similar composition but from different sources, as well as different batches of fly 
ash from the same source, is observed to result in geopolymers with notably different strengths. 
Therefore, industrial wastes as raw materials can seriously cause vast variability in the properties 
of the final geopolymers. Further work is warranted to investigate how to minimize this negative 
influence induced by variations of the industrial wastes. 
  The mechanical properties of the RHA-RM geopolymer composites are complex and are 
affected by a wide array of synthesis parameters, including properties of the raw materials, extent 
and degree of geopolymerization of source materials, the chemical composition (e.g., Si/Al ratio) 
of the geopolymer binder, the relative fractions of geopolymer binder and inactive fillers, 
inactive fillers characteristics (e.g., particle size, shape, and strength), porosity and density, 
impurity elements (e.g., Ca, Mg, Fe), and associated side reactions. In addition, as pointed out 
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above, the same parameters in determining the properties of geopolymeric products have 
changeable weight at different conditions. Thus, production of a consistent geopolymeric product 
with desirable properties from the RM and RHA requires a deeper understanding of the effects of 
all these factors on the properties of geopolymers formed under variable synthesis conditions.  
 
        5.3.9 Potential Applications in Practice 
 
  Although synthesizing geopolymers with the mixture of RM and RHA has never been 
reported in the literature, many researchers have made efforts to synthesize geopolymers with 
other similar raw materials, such as the RM and metakaolin mixture (Dimas et al. 2009), RM and 
fly ash mixture (Zhang et al. 2010). According to the literature, the f of geopolymers 
synthesized from the RM and metakaolin mixture is in a range of 4-20 MPa (Dimas et al. 2009), 
while that of geopolymers derived from the RM and fly ash mixture is in a range of 7-13 MPa 
(Zhang et al. 2010). In this work, the f of the studied RM-RHA geopolymers ranges from 3.2 to 
20.5 MPa, even without the addition of sodium silicate, which is believed to improve the 
mechanical properties (Zhang et al. 2009). Thus, the strength of the RM-RHA geopolymers is 
very competitive and attractive, which is also comparable to that of all types of Portland cement 
with strengths of 9 to 20.7 MPa, except the Type III with a strength of 24.1 MPa (ASTM C150). 
As such, they can be used as a cementitious material to replace Portland cement in certain civil 
engineering applications, such as roadway construction, building materials. In addition, the 
hematite in the RM-RHA geopolymer composites is actually highly absorptive for heavy metals 
(Schmertmann and Taylor 1989), which can act as a reactive sorbent to filter certain 
contaminants percolating through the geopolymer composites. Moreover, pure geopolymer 
binders have the ability to immobilize toxic chemicals and radioactive wastes within their own 
structures (van Jaarsveld 1996; Hart et al. 2006). In this regard, the RM-RHA geopolymer can 
also be used for waste containment and capsulation. It should be expected that the utilization of 
the RM-RHA geopolymers can bring both environmental and economic advantages. First, 
geopolymerization of the RM and RHA can save not only the expenses for waste disposal, but 
also the costs for manufacturing Portland cements. Second, recycling of the two abundant wastes 
can minimize their potential damage to the environment and human health. Third, the 
elimination of Portland cement usage can save the energy associated with cement production and 
reduce the CO2 emission caused by firing carbonates (Davidovits 1991).  
   Finally, it is also noteworthy to point out a few barriers that may hinder the widespread, 
practical applications of this particular type of geopolymer composites. The uncertainty in the 
raw materials’ chemical composition and degree or extent of geopolymerization reactions cannot 
be avoided, and thus may yield certain variations in the mechanical performance of the final 
products. In addition, the RM-RHA geopolymers take relatively longer durations (e.g., >35 or 
even 60 days) to achieve complete curing. Such a long curing duration may restrict their 
applications to cases where fast strength development is not required or time is not a major 
concern. Moreover, it appears that uncertainties also exist in the geopolymer microstructure (e.g., 
the fraction of microvoids and microcracks) and side reactions, which are difficult to quantify 









   This paper presents an experimental study that aims to convert two industrial wastes, red 
mud (RM) and rice husk ash (RHA), to a potentially useful construction material via 
geopolymerization, resulting in a new type of RM-RHA geopolymer composites. The only non-
waste material used in the synthesis was NaOH. The amorphous silica in the RHA after 
dissolution is used as an alternative to the activator, sodium silicate. A wide variety of synthesis 
parameters, including the curing duration, RHA/RM ratio, RHA particle size, and alkalinity, 
were examined to understand the extent and degree of geopolymerization and their influence on 
the mechanical properties of the final products. The composition and microstructure of the final 
products were also characterized by X-ray diffraction, microscopy, and chemical analysis. Based 
on the experimental results and observations, the following conclusions can be drawn.   
 The synthesized RM-RHA geopolymers are a kind of composites consisting of pure 
geopolymer binders and other phases as fillers; 
 The mechanical properties of the RM-RHA geopolymers are highly complex and 
dependent upon an array of factors, such as alkalinity, raw material mix ratio, curing 
duration, RHA particle size, and uncertainties involving incomplete geopolymerization 
and side reactions; 
 The studied geopolymers have attractive compressive strengths of up to 20.5 MPa, which 
is comparable with most Portland cements, suggesting that the RM-RHA geopolymers 
can be a potential cementitious construction material; 
 A few barriers, such as long curing duration, variability in the raw materials’ composition, 
and uncertainty in the degree of geopolymerization reactions and other side reactions, 
may cause difficulty in the widespread, practical applications of this kind of geopolymers; 
 This potential technology, if proven successful, can generate significant environmental 





CHAPTER 6.   GEOPOLYMER-BASED SMART ADHESIVES FOR 




        The civil infrastructure, particularly bridges, water and sewage systems, and oil and gas 
pipelines, is deteriorating at an accelerating rate, causing a real threat to safety, economy, and 
human life. In general, extreme events (e.g., hurricane loading), materials aging, and harsh 
environmental conditions, among others, lead to accelerated structural deterioration. This issue 
has already been recognized by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
as demonstrated by the fact that civil infrastructure, among the seven critical national needs 
(including Civil Infrastructure, Energy, Manufacturing, Water, Communications, Complex 
Networks, and Personalized Medicine), has been ranked as the first funding priority for its 
Technology Innovation Program (TIP 2008). Recent studies indicated that the average age of the 
600,000 bridges in the U.S. has exceeded 40 years, and nearly 30% are classified as structurally 
and/or functionally deficient (TRIP 2002, ASCE 2005). A recent AASHTO (2008) report 
pointed out that an estimate of $140 billion is required to immediately repair every deficient 
bridge in the country. The collapse of the I-35W Bridge in Minnesota certainly demonstrated the 
urgency of this issue. It also served as a serious warning to the nation that the US civil 
infrastructure is in danger. Before actions are taken to repair all these functionally or structurally 
deficient bridges, urgently needed are implementable, economical, durable, and quantitative 
sensing systems for large-scale structural health and performance monitoring, which can 
prioritize those bridges requiring immediate actions. Smart structural health monitoring appears 
to be a feasible option to prevent existing in-service bridges from unexpected catastrophic 
collapsing. 
        The recently developed fiber optic sensors (FOSs) have provided an exemplary solution to 
the issue of civil infrastructure health monitoring. FOSs in general have small dimensions, 
sufficiently high resolution and accuracy, and an excellent ability to transmit signal over a long 
distance. The small dimension of FOSs enables convenient application to congested places such 
as the neighborhood of welds, structure joints, and connections that are critical for structural 
integrity and performance. They are also immune to electromagnetic wave interferences and may 
incorporate a series of interrogated sensors multiplexed along a single fiber. These advantages 
make FOSs a better technique than traditional damage detection methods and devices in 
structural performance and health monitoring. For example, a particular requirement for bridge 
monitoring is that large-scale (e.g., tens of kilometers) structures need to be monitored over a 
relatively long period. As such, the desired monitoring systems must possess an array of distinct 
features, such as distributed sensing, low power consumption, and long-term real-time in-situ 
monitoring (e.g., Leung et al. 2005). 
        The optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) technology was developed in conjunction 
with FOSs for sensing. It features the distributed sensing capability, meaning that an entire 
optical fiber works as a sensor to monitor events over a long structure in which the locations of 
failure or damage are unknown or unpredictable, in contrast to traditional isolated point sensors 
that can only monitor a few discrete points of a structure that may not be the damage locations. 
                                                          
*
 Material reprinted from He et al. (2011) with permission from Journal of Materials in Civil 
Engineering on the behalf of American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). 
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This feature makes it an ideal choice for monitoring large-scale, difficultly accessible structures. 
However, successful implementation of the FOS-OTDR sensing technology requires a particular 
method to affix the optical fibers to the surfaces of existing in-service or in-operation structures. 
In fact, large-scale installation of optical fibers onto structures remains a critical issue and 
obstacle for FOSs’ practical applications (e.g., Deng and Cai 2007). Certainly attaching optical 
fibers directly onto the structure’s surfaces using an adhesive is an easy and feasible option to 
overcome the obstacle.  
        Recently, a new class of materials, inorganic geopolymers, has been intensively studied as a 
viable economical alternative to organic polymers and inorganic cements in diverse applications, 
including military (Malone et al. 1986), aircrafts (Lyon et al. 1997; Giancaspro et al. 2006), high-
tech ceramics (Goretta et al. 2006), thermal insulating foams (Buchwald et al. 2004), fire-proof 
building materials (Valeria and Kenneth 2003), protective coatings (Balaguru, 1998), refractory 
adhesives (Bell et al. 2005) and hybrid inorganic-organic composites (Zhang et al. 2004; Li et al. 
2005), due to their exceptionally high thermal and chemical stability, compressive strength, and 
adhesive behavior. Geopolymers are inorganic aluminosilicates formed by polycondensing 
tetrahedral silica (SiO4) and alumina (AlO4) at ambient or low (<150C) temperatures into 
polymeric structures: 
   M
+
n{-(SiO2)z-AlO2-}n [e.g., (-Si-O-Al-O-)n, (-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-)n, (-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-Si-O-)n] 
where M
+




) for charge balance; n = degree of polymerization; and z = 
Si/Al ratio. By varying the Si/Al ratios (i.e., z = 1-15, up to 300) (MacKenzie et al. 2006), 
geopolymers exhibit different properties: low ratios result in three-dimensional cross-linked rigid 
networks and stiff and brittle properties (as cements and ceramics); ratios >3 and >15 result in 2-
D network and linearly linked polymeric structures with adhesive and rubbery properties, 
respectively. 
Geopolymer formation consists of two basic steps (Davidovits 1991; Buchwald et al. 2004; 
Duxson et al. 2005, 2007): (1) the generation of reactive species (alkali activation), which is the 
dissolution of an amorphous phase (e.g., fly ash, furnace slag, metakaolin) by alkali to produce 
small reactive silica and alumina; (2) the actual setting reaction, which is the polycondensation 
process leading to the formation of amorphous to semi-crystalline aluminosilicate polymers. In 
particular, the presence of reactive alumina (Al(IV)) and alkali-activation are two key parameters 
for geopolymerization, as illustrated by the following two reactions (Xu and Deventer 2000): 
Geopolymers are synthetic mineral products that combine properties of polymers, ceramics, 
and cements (Lecomte et al. 2003), and thus possess a series of distinct properties: (1) they are 
exceptionally heat/fire resistant (stable up to 1200
o
C); (2) it is easy to make and handle 
geopolymers, since they can transform and polycondense rapidly at low temperatures (a few 
hours at 30
o
C); (3) they resist all organic solvents/acids and are highly corrosion-resistant; (4) 
(Si-Al material) 


























they are nontoxic, “green” materials since their production saves energy and does not produce 
CO2 emission, unlike the traditional Portland cement; (5) they are made from a wide range of 
low-cost materials, such as kaolinite (or metakaolin), fly ash, furnace slag, and mine tailings 
(Jaarsveld et al. 1997); (6) they do not incorporate hydration water within crystal structure, 
unlike Ca-based cements, and hence are impermeable/resistant to water or moisture and have 
higher mechanical properties (e.g., surface hardness, compressive strength) than cement-based 
materials. These features make geopolymers a very promising material to be used as a durable, 
high-strength adhesive.  
        This study is to investigate the feasibility of using metakaolin-based geopolymers as smart 
adhesives to affix optical fibers to existing in-service structures to form a distributed 
geopolymer-fiber optic sensing (G-FOS) system for infrastructure health monitoring. The 
concept of the proposed innovative deformation-based sensing system is explained, and a 
detailed experimental study to validate the concept is also reported. 
 
6.2 Concept of the Geopolymer-Fiber Optic Sensing (G-FOS) System 
 
        This innovative deformation-based sensing system consists of two functionally 
complementary components: smart adhesive and optical fiber. The former, to be developed using 
geopolymers, acts as a durable, economical, and convenient bonding material to affix 
continuously optical fibers onto large-scale existing structures, and at the same time functions as 
a distributed deformation-sensing element that passes through the bond between optical fiber and 
structure the measured structural deformation (e.g., tensile cracking strain, crack opening size) to 
the optical fiber; the latter is an information carrier or communication medium that detects the 
deformation event (e.g., cracking or overstraining) of the adhesive and its location (very 
important for large structure monitoring) and then transfers these information to the data 
acquisition system. The geopolymer adhesives are expected to crack at certain known strains, 
and thus are regarded as “smart” in terms of deformation sensing. Therefore, such a sensing 
system is termed as a smart G-FOS system.  
 
Table 6.1 Monitoring focus of the G-FOS system for different infrastructure materials. 
 
      Since the majority of civil infrastructure is made of steel and concrete, the proposed sensing 
system is expected to be applicable to both steel and concrete structures. As shown in Table 6.1, 
the particular monitoring focuses of the two types of materials are the threshold strain (e.g., yield 
strain εy) in steels and allowable crack width δall in reinforced concrete. In other words, the smart 
sensing system can detect the incremental overstraining () of a steel structure and crack width 
in concrete () as well as their locations. Once the threshold values are reached, a warning for 
the need of actions can be issued.  




Signal for potential 
failure 
Steel Threshold/yield strain, εy ε0  <  εy 
Concrete/reinforced 
concrete 
Threshold crack width, δall δ0 < δall 
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        Moreover, due to the small dimensions of optical fibers, it is certainly feasible to install 
multiple parallel sensing lines of optical fibers onto the same (even narrow) structure surface, but 
using different geopolymer adhesives of varied tensile cracking strains (Figure 6.1). As such, a 
range of critical tensile strains or cracks can be detected and different levels of danger or failure 
possibility can be sensed well in advance to prevent a sudden catastrophic failure of a structure. 
 
        As discussed above, the FOS-OTDR technique can be used for distributed sensing of 
structural deformation. However, a smart adhesive that possesses the following properties is of 
vital importance for the successful implementation of this technique: 
 Sufficient adhesion to steel, concrete, and glass optical fiber; 
 Economical, easy curing, and easy application; 
 Excellent durability and resistance to degradation by heat, UV-radiation, water, and 
chemical attacks; 
 Controllable cracking strain for sensing different structures or different levels of 
strain/deformation for a given structure. 
        Such a smart adhesive will be developed using geopolymers that will synergistically 
integrate optical fibers onto existing structures. The smart adhesive with controllable cracking 
strains allows the structural response to be measured quantitatively by the FOS-OTDR 
technology, overcoming the limitations of the OTDR technology for structural monitoring. The 
unique combination of geopolymer adhesives and optical fibers is expected to make up an 
innovative G-FOS system for long-term large-scale infrastructure health monitoring. 
 
 
Figure 6.1  Schematic configuration of the proposed G-FOS system for structural health 
monitoring. 
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6.3 Materials and Methods 
 
        6.3.1 Materials 
 
        The raw materials used for geopolymer synthesis include metakaolin (PowerPozz™, 
Advanced Cement Technologies, LLC, USA), sodium silicate solution (14 wt.% NaOH, 27 wt.% 
SiO2, Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA), sodium hydroxide (purity quotient: 99%, Sigma-Aldrich Co., 
USA), and deionized water. According to hydrometer analysis, metakaolin contains 32%, 62%, 
and 4% clay, silt, and sand-sized particles, respectively (Figure 6.1a). A prewashed, clean white 
quartz sand was used as an aggregate filler in the geopolymer matrix, whose particle size 
distribution is illustrated in Figure 6.2b. The sand with particle sizes ranging from 0.25 – 0.425 
mm was selected. 
 
        The standard sized steel specimens (ASTM E8-01, ASTM 2006) (Figure 6.3a) (KEVCO 
Industries, Inc., USA) were used to measure indirectly the cracking strains of geopolymers by 
uniaxial tensile testing. These specimens are made of either hot-rolled or cold-finished 1018 steel 
with a uniaxial tensile yield strain of 0.15% and 0.25%, respectively (Figure 6.3b). The surface 
of the specimens that receives geopolymer adhesives was roughened by sand-blasting (which 
also removed the surface rust, if present) and then cleaned by alcohol or acetone with a piece of 
cleaning sponge or cloth. In addition to the steel specimens, regular (non-frosted) microscopy 
glass slides were also used as substrate for geopolymers to check the adhesive bond development 
between geopolymer and glass. Again, the glass surface was cleaned by alcohol or acetone 
before receiving geopolymer adhesives. 
        A type of multi-mode optical fiber (Corning Inc., USA) was chosen in this study, owing to 
its ability to transmit light source even if the fiber has initial minor damage or defect. Figure 6.4 
shows the structural configuration of the optical fiber. In this study, to improve its sensitivity and 
create solid bond between the optical fiber and geopolymer, the exterior cable jacket and 
strengthening fibers were removed prior to being embedded into the adhesive. 
  a  b 






        6.3.2 Geopolymer Synthesis 
 
        The general process of geopolymer synthesis began with dissolving sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH) in deionized water for 5 minutes to make a NaOH solution, which was then allowed to 
cool down to room temperature (~22°C). This was followed by adding the sodium silicate 
solution to the NaOH solution and mixing for 5 minutes. Metakaolin dry powder was then added 
to this solution, followed by mixing for 15 minutes with a food mixer (Hamilton Beach hand 
blender) to achieve complete mixing. The above process produced a geopolymer precursor with 
a consistency of thick slurry or paste that was readily to be applied to the surfaces of concrete, 
D = 125 m 
  Core Cladding Coating Strengthening 
fibers 
Cable jacket 
D = 3.175 mm D = 62.5 m 
Figure 6.4 Structural configuration of the multi-mode optical fiber. 
 
Figure 6.3 (a) The geometry and dimension of the steel specimens (unit: cm); 




steel, and glass. The quantity of each chemical was determined according to the pre-designed 
SiO2/Al2O3 and Na2O/SiO2 ratios. Totally 11 different SiO2/Al2O3 ratios ranging from 2.7 to 6 
(i.e., 2.7, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, 3.8(M), 4.0, 4.3, 4.8, 5.0, and 6.0) were adopted to synthesize the 
geopolymer precursors, while the NaO2/SiO2 and H2O/Na2O ratios of 0.3 and 17.5, respectively, 
were maintained constant for all geopolymers synthesized in this study, except that the one with 
a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio = 3.8(M) had a modified H2O/Na2O ratio of 11.5 (i.e., less water). 
        Preliminary investigations attempted to determine the geopolymer compositions at which no 
cracking occurred during curing in ambient environment. It was observed that pre-matured 
cracking frequently occurred in the pure geopolymer adhesives applied onto concrete surfaces, 
probably due to the porous microstructure of concrete that absorbed excessive amount of water 
from the geopolymer precursor. Therefore, for geopolymer adhesives applied onto concrete 
surface, the aforementioned clean quartz sand was added as aggregate filler to the geopolymer 
precursor followed by thorough mixing before the geopolymer-sand paste was applied 
subsequently to steel and concrete structures. It was expected that adding sand could mitigate the 
shrinkage-induced cracking (Subaer 2004) and prevent the excessive loss of water during curing 
in ambient environment, particularly on a porous medium such as concrete. Due to the difficulty 
in estimating the final weight of cured dry geopolymer, the sand proportion is the percentage of 
the weight of sand to that of geopolymer precursor (e.g., 100% sand means that the sand was 
added to the geopolymer precursor with equal weight). In this study, sand with proportions of 5-
200% was added to the geopolymer precursors of varied SiO2/Al2O3 ratios to examine the 
influence of sand filler on the tensile cracking strain. 
        To investigate the influence of geopolymer composition (i.e., SiO2/Al2O3 ratio) and curing 
time on the tensile cracking strain, geopolymer precursors were applied to the surfaces of steel 
specimens as a thin layer of paste. To ensure a uniform thickness of the applied geopolymer 
layer, narrow strips of sticky tape with a thickness of 1.3-1.5 mm and width of 1.5-2.0 mm were 
used to form a containment mold on the steel specimen (Figure 6.5). Geopolymer precursor was 
then poured inside the containment mold, and a straight edge was used to remove excess material 
and level the geopolymer paste surface. Then the geopolymer precursor was cured in an ambient 








simulate the ambient outdoor environment. Curing duration ranging from 3 to 60 days was 
investigated. For each geopolymer precursor, a duplicate of two identical steel specimens were 
used to check the reproducibility of the test result. 
 
        6.3.3 Tensile Cracking Strain Measurement 
         
        The tensile cracking strain of geopolymers was measured indirectly by uniaxial tensile 
testing of the steel specimens with geopolymer adhesive on one side (Figure 6.6) using an MTS 
810 materials testing system (MTS Systems Corporation, USA), which is equipped with an on-
specimen extensometer for direct strain measurement (Figure 6.6). A slow strain-controlled 
loading rate of 0.1 mm/min was used for all uniaxial tensile tests. The event of cracking in the 
geopolymer was carefully monitored by a high-speed camera and visually by a hand-held 
magnifier. As soon as the first crack was identified in the geopolymer, the corresponding tensile 
strain shown in the control panel or computer screen was recorded, and this strain is regarded as 
the tensile cracking strain of the geopolymer.  
 
        6.3.4 Prototype Testing 
 
        Two types of prototype testing, uniaxial tensile test on steel specimens and four-point 
bending test on concrete beams, were conducted to verify the concepts and feasibility of the G-
FOS system. The uniaxial tensile test was conducted under the settings similar to those for the 
geopolymer tensile cracking strain measurement, except that the multi-mode optical fiber was 
embedded inside the geopolymer (on the central part of the steel specimen) at an angle of 45
o
 to 
the longitudinal axis of the steel specimen. During loading, an EXFO FTB200 OTDR (EXFO 
Electro-Optical Engineering, Inc., Canada) was used to monitor the light power loss. The OTDR 
was equipped with a 7200D Module, capable of resolving the backscatter signal of 0.001 dB in 
magnitude with a spatial resolution of 4 cm. 
        The four-point bending test was conducted on a cast-in-laboratory reinforced concrete beam 
with dimensions of 243.8 x 12.7 x 17.8 cm (96 x 5 x 7 inch) (length x width x height). The 
geopolymer with 50 wt.% sand filler (to avoid cracking during curing and to expedite curing) 
was used to affix the optical fiber onto the concrete surface. Three different locations were 
monitored (Figure 6.7): Location B was just beneath one of the two loading points in the four-
point bending test, while Locations A and C were 25.4 cm (10 inch) apart from Location B, same 
horizontal position as but on the opposite side of Location B. An optical fiber cable was affixed 
to the vertical surface of the three locations at an angle of 45
o
 to the horizontal direction (Figure 
Figure 6.6 Setup of a steel specimen with geopolymer in uniaxial tensile testing. 
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6.8). At the same time, strain gages with gage length of 5 cm were horizontally affixed at their 
two ends to the surface of the three monitored locations, with the gage foil part left unbounded 
over the geopolymer strips (Figure 6.7), in order to obtain the average horizontal tensile strains 
and hence crack width at these locations. The load was applied incrementally by steps, each of 
445.45 N (100 lbs), in a large loading frame before the concrete beam failed under bending. 
Again, the same OTDR was used to monitor the light signal power loss. During loading, the 




Location B Location C 
Figure 6.8 Installation strategy of the optical fiber and geopolymer adhesive for crack. 









Figure 6.7 Crack monitoring for a concrete beam using the proposed G-FOS system. 
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        6.3.5 Characterization of Composition and Microstructure 
 
        X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed using a Bruker/Siemens D5000 automated X-ray 
powder diffractometer to examine the composition of the metakaolin and geopolymers. All XRD 





 2. The as-received metakaolin sample was examined in a powder form 
without further processing. The geopolymers with a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 3.8 cured for 1, 2, 28, 
and 60 days were also investigated. The geopolymer precursors were applied to circular glass 
disks and then cured in an open ambient environment. The geopolymer samples cured for 1 and 
2 days on glass disks were scanned in the solid bulky state (i.e., without further processing), due 
to the difficulty in grinding the uncured geopolymer. However, geopolymers cured for 28 and 60 
days were scanned in a powder form. The geopolymer powder was obtained by wet grinding 
with alcohol the cured solid geopolymer in a McCrone micronizing mill (McCrone Accessories 
and Components, USA) for 3 minutes, which usually produces a powder with particle sizes <2 
m for most silicate minerals. 
        The microstructure of the cured geopolymer with a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 3.8, both with and 
without sand filler, was examined using a JEOL 840A scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
After curing on steel specimens, geopolymer samples were removed off the steel surface, 
fractured by bending (but not by cutting) to expose the fresh surface for microstructure 
observation. All geopolymer samples were coated by gold and examined under a high vacuum of 
10
-6
 Torr and an electron beam energy of 20 keV. 
 
6.4 Analysis of Results 
 
        6.4.1 Influence of SiO2/Al2O3 Ratio on Tensile Cracking Strain of Geopolymers 
 
        Based on the prior research reported in the literature, a current common agreement is that 
the ductility of geopolymers increases with the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio (MacKenzie et al. 2006). In this 
study, extensive preliminary experiments were conducted first to find the composition of 
geopolymers that can develop, when cured in an ambient environment, sufficiently strong 
adhesive bond to glass, steel, and concrete surfaces. As shown in Table 6.2, geopolymers with 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio <3.6 cannot develop a strong bond to steel or glass surface when cured in an 
open, ambient environment, as indicated by the pre-matured cracking and debonding of the 
Figure 6.9 Pictures showing the development of cracks during curing of geopolymer 




adhesives from the steel or glass (Figure 6.9). Moreover, the lower the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio is, the 
sooner the cracking of geopolymer occurs on steel or glass surface during curing. Typically, 
those geopolymers with curing-induced cracks cannot develop a strong bond to the steel or glass 
surface, as the cracked pieces were easily removed off the steel specimen. However, those 
geopolymers without curing cracks (e.g., when SiO2/Al2O3 ratio ≥3.8) developed a strong bond 
to both the steel and glass surfaces. 
        Table 6.2 also summarizes the influence of SiO2/Al2O3 ratio on the tensile cracking strain of 
geopolymers. A curing duration of 21 days was used for these samples. As discussed later, a 
curing duration of 14 days is regarded sufficiently long enough for complete curing after which 
the geopolymer exhibits a constant tensile cracking strain. As shown in Figure 6.10, for the 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 3.6-4.8, a nearly linear relationship (R
2
 = 0.9966) exists between the 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio and the tensile cracking strain, except the sample with SiO2/Al2O3 = 4.0 whose 
accuracy is questionable. Geopolymers with SiO2/Al2O3 ratio ≥5 exhibits very ductile behavior, 
and no visible (under a hand-held magnifier) tensile cracks were observed at high strain levels 
(>1.2-1.5%). This relationship also suggests that the tensile cracking strain of geopolymers 
increases with the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio, which is consistent with the current understanding that 
higher ratio leads to more ductile behavior. In summary, the tensile cracking strain of 
geopolymers is tunable by varying the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio. 
Table 6.2 Influence of the SiO2/Al2O3 molar ratio on the tensile cracking strain of 






2.7 -- Cracking within 1 day 
3.3 -- Cracking within 2 days 
3.5 -- Cracking within 4 days 
3.6 0.04 
1 of the 2 specimens had cracking within 8 
days 
3.8 0.13  
3.8(M) 0.13  
4.0 0.13  
4.3 0.37  
4.8 0.66  
5.0 >1.2 No cracking at this strain level 





        6.4.2 Influence of Curing Duration on Tensile Cracking Strain of Geopolymers 
 
        The geopolymer with a fixed SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 3.8(M) was chosen to assess the influence 
of curing duration on the tensile cracking strain. No cracking occurred on these geopolymer 
samples during 3-60 days curing, and strong bond also developed between the geopolymer and 
steel surface. Figure 6.10 also plots the tensile cracking strain against curing time. In general, the 
cracking strain decreases nonlinearly with curing time. At the initial phase of curing (e.g., 3-5 
days), the slope of the curve is very steep, indicating that the cracking strain reduces rapidly with 
curing. The subsequent curing phase (e.g., 5-14 days) results in a much slower rate of decrease in 
cracking strain. When the curing time is greater than 14 days, the cracking strain tends to 
stabilize at a nearly constant value (i.e., 0.11-0.13%), indicating that complete curing can be 
achieved after 14 days for this geopolymer with a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 3.8(M). This is also the 
reason why a curing duration of 21 days was chosen for the above testing studying the influence 
of composition on the geopolymer’s tensile cracking strain. Based on the above analysis, a 
specific geopolymer does exhibit a constant tensile cracking strain when completely cured. This 
behavior is important for practical applications of the proposed G-FOS system where a stabilized 
cracking strain is desired. Before the geopolymer is cured, the cracking strain decreases with 
curing, which is also desired by the G-FOS system, since pre-matured cracking can be avoided 
before the actual sensing process. 
 
        6.4.3 Influence of Sand Filler on the Curing and Tensile Cracking Strain of 
Geopolymers 
 
        Table 6.3 compares the cracking strain of geopolymers without and with 50 wt.% (weight 
ratio of dry sand to wet geopolymer precursor) sand filler. It appears that the effect of sand filler 
highly depends upon the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio (at least for this sand proportion): for low SiO2/Al2O3 
ratios (2.7-3.3), the sand filler seems to have little influence on the pre-matured cracking, as 
shown in Figure 6.11, although it seems that the number of cracks is reduced by the sand filler; 
Figure 6.10  Effect of the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio and curing time on the 




for medium SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (3.8), sand filler doesn’t alter the cracking strain significantly; for 
high SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (4.8-6.0), sand filler can dramatically reduce the tensile cracking strain. 
This phenomenon was also observed on geopolymers with sand fillers cured on concrete, and 
was even more pronounced for concrete than for steel.  
 
Table 6.3 Comparison of the cracking strain of geopolymers with and without sand filler 
cured for 21 days. 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio Cracking strain without sand (%) Cracking strain with 50 wt.% sand (%) 
2.7 Cracking during curing Cracking during curing 
3.3 Cracking during curing Cracking during curing 
3.8 0.13 0.13 
4.8 0.66 0.23 
5.0 > 1.2* 0.31 
6.0 > 1.5* 0.99 




        Table 6.4 and Figure 6.12 further demonstrate the effect of sand filler on the cracking strain 
of medium to high SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymers. For the geopolymer with a SiO2/Al2O3 = 3.8, 
sand filler has little influence on the tensile cracking strain of geopolymer, regardless of the 
amount of sand added (i.e., ranging from 0-100 wt.%). This is probably due to the fact that the 
geopolymer with the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio = 3.8 is still a relatively brittle material, and thus adding 
(a) 
SiO2/Al2O3 = 2.7 
No sand 
(c) 
SiO2/Al2O3 = 2.7 
50% sand 
(d) 
SiO2/Al2O3 = 3.3 
50% sand 
(b) 
SiO2/Al2O3 = 3.3 
No sand 




sand has little influence on its ductility. However, for the geopolymer with SiO2/Al2O3 ratio = 
5.0, a significant reduction (i.e., by one order of magnitude) in the tensile cracking strain was 
observed when the sand filler was increased from 0 to 200%. The reason may be that the high 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymers usually behave more ductile, and adding sand filler as aggregate 
can effectively reduce its ductility. Another phenomenon observed for geopolymers with sand 
filler is that adding sand filler can also effectively accelerate the curing process, especially for 
high SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymers.  
 
Table 6.4 Influence of sand filler on the tensile cracking strain  




SiO2/Al2O3 = 3.8 (%) 
Cracking strain 
SiO2/Al2O3 = 5.0 (%) 
0 0.13 >1.2* 
5 0.13 -- 
10 0.13 >1.2* 
20 0.13 1.1 
50 0.13 0.31 
100 0.16 0.16 
200 -- 0.12 
* No cracking at this strain level. 
 
 
        6.4.4 Uniaxial Tensile Test 
 
        Figure 6.13 shows the result of the uniaxial tensile test on a cold-finished 1018 steel 
specimen to which the optical fiber was affixed by a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio = 3.8 geopolymer with a 
tensile cracking strain of 0.13%. No light power loss is detected when the strain is <0.10%. 
Figure 6.12 Influence of sand proportion on the cracking strain 




However, when the strain reaches 0.13%, light power loss occurs and continuously increases 
with tensile strain, indicating that the cracking of geopolymer occurred at ~0.13% strain, which 
is the same as the tensile cracking strain measured without using optical fiber. Since the optical 
fiber is embedded inside the geopolymer, cracking of geopolymer also caused relative 
displacement (e.g., offset, crack, or distortion) of the optical fiber at the cracking point. As such, 
light power loss is detected by the OTDR device. As the tensile strain increases to 0.25%, which 
is nearly the yield strain of the steel (Figure 6.3b), the power loss increases accordingly. A nearly 
linear relationship exists between the tensile strain and light power loss. Unloading follows 
another nearly linear path different from the loading curve. Moreover, although unloading 
recovers the tensile strain back to 0.05%, significant power loss still remains, suggesting that the 
geopolymer and optical fiber are both damaged during the loading phase. This feature is also 
important for the practical applications, since an over-straining/loading event does leave residual 
signs even after the load is removed. 
        6.4.5 Four-Point Bending Test 
 
        Similarly in a four-point-bending test of a concrete beam, the smart geopolymer was used to 
bond optical fiber to the beam at three locations (A, B, and C) for crack width monitoring. During 
the loading phase, only the crack at Location A caused the optical signal change where optical 
power loss vs. load and crack width is shown in Figure 6.14. The crack width is obtained by 
multiplying the average tensile strain by the gauge length, based on the assumption that the 
elongation is equal to the crack width – a reasonable assumption for the region around the crack 
in the concrete beam. At the 4.455 kN (1 kip) load, a crack occurred at this location, which also 
induces cracking of the geopolymer strip simultaneously, causing light power loss in the optical 
Figure 6.13 The result of uniaxial tensile test on steel specimen showing the 




fiber. As the crack opening widens, the power loss increases, almost following a similar path to 
the one for load vs. light power loss. The crack profiles at these three positions are shown in 
Figure 6.15. The cracks intersect with the sensing optical fiber at the three locations at 
inclination angles of 45, 90 and 90 to the horizontal direction, respectively. Since the 90
o
 
crack cannot bend the optical fiber, no light power loss was observed at Locations B and C. This 
suggests the presence of a technical difficulty for monitoring cracking of concrete structures that 
usually exhibit irregular, unpredictable crack orientations and growth. However, this issue can be 
resolved by affixing multiple optical fibers with varied orientations, although further research is 
warranted to study its feasibility. 
 
 
Location A                                       Location B                                 Location C 
Figure 6.15 The crack profile on the concrete beam after four-point bending test. 
 
     Note: The numbers marked along with the cracks are the applied load in kips. 
 
Figure 6.14 Observed relationships between applied load, crack width, and light 




        6.4.6 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 
 
        Figure 6.16 shows the XRD patterns of metakaolin (in powder form) and the pure 
geopolymer with a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio = 3.8 cured at different times including 1, 2, 28, and 60 days. 
Metakaolin, the raw material of geopolymer, shows a broad hump between 18-30
o
 2 with a few 
sharper peaks that are from the impurities including quartz and mica. Alkaline dissolution of 
metakaolin, the first step of geopolymerization, significantly reduces the intensity of the broad 
hump from metakaolin, but causes the appearing of two new weak, very broad humps at 7-13 
and 20-35 
o
2, respectively, as shown in the patterns of geopolymers cured for 1 and 2 days. 
With increasing curing time to 28 and 60 days, the new broad hump at low angles disappears, but 
the other broad hump at higher angles becomes stronger and symmetrical about 26 
o
2. This 
latter hump has been regarded as the characteristic peak of geopolymers (e.g., Davidovits 1991, 
Duxon et al. 2007). Furthermore, the two patterns for 28 and 60 day cured geopolymers are 
almost identical, indicating that little further reaction takes place in the geopolymer after being 
cured for 28 days. This observation is consistent with the stabilization of the tensile cracking 
strain after 14 days curing. A few sharp peaks from quartz and mica exist in all patterns, 
indicating that quartz or mica is not involved in the alkaline dissolution and no new crystalline 
phases are generated during geopolymerization, at least for the examined geopolymer.  
        In summary, these diffraction patterns confirm that the raw material metakaolin and the 
reaction product geopolymer are primarily amorphous, and initial alkaline dissolution collapses 
the original structure of metakaolin, followed by the polycondensation of the dissolved Si and Al 
resulting in a new amorphous, randomly arranged Si-O-Al polyhedral with a lack of long-range 
order (Lecomte et al. 2003). The XRD result also indicates that the chemical reaction between 
various alumino-silicate oxides with silicates under highly alkaline conditions was not taken 




place completely to form amorphous or semi-crystalline geopolymers (Zhao et al. 2007), which 
is consistent with the observed microstructure discussed below. 
 
        6.4.7 Microstructure of the Geopolymer Adhesives 
 
        The microstructure of the pure geopolymer with SiO2/Al2O3 ratio = 3.8(M) and the same 
geopolymer with 50 wt.% sand was investigated. Particular efforts were made to investigate the 
microstructure of geopolymer adhesives at three different surfaces, namely the top surface 
exposed to the air, a randomly selected cross-sectional surface, and the interface between the 
geopolymer and steel specimen. In general, the tested geopolymer appears to exhibit 
nonhomogeneous structure at the microscale, as reflected by the two striking features: (1) 
randomly distributed microcracks and micropores, and (2) the platy shaped particles (probably 
unreacted metakaolin particles) and the resulting layering.  
 
        Figure 6.17 shows the observed microstructure of the exposed surface and a cross-section. 
The white spots on the exposed surface are probably sodium carbonate – a reaction product 
between NaOH and CO2 from the air. The tiny, needle-shaped white crystals of Na2CO3 were 
sometimes visible to the naked eye on some samples. Moreover, discrete, hair-line cracks also 
occurred on the exposed surface randomly, particularly around those platy particles. In the cross-
sectional surface, both microcracks and the randomly-oriented layering (resulting from unreacted 
metakaolin particles) are clearly visible in the micrograph. In fact, similar microstructure features 
have been reported in the literature (e.g., Weng et al. 2005). 
        Figure 6.18 shows two typical semi-spherical pores with sizes of 10-50 m in the 
geopolymer-steel interface. The pores are probably caused by two possible reasons: (1) the 
residual air bubbles that are introduced into the geopolymer precursor through mixing or trapped 
inside the geopolymer during pouring over the steel specimen; and (2) the space that is 
previously occupied by water but left as a cavity after water evaporates. Again, previous studies 
also observed the presence of micropores in some cured geopolymer samples, especially those 
without de-airing treatment on the geopolymer precursors (e.g., Zhao et al. 2007). 
 
a b 
Figure 6.17 SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of pure geopolymers: (a) the 






Figure 6.18 SEM micrographs showing the micropores in the geopolymer-steel interface: 





Figure 6.19 SEM micrographs showing the microstructure of a geopolymer-sand (50%) 
mixture: (a) microcracks around a sand grain; (b) magnified view of the sand-geopolymer 
interface showing the crack width of 8-10 m; (c) microcracks in the geopolymer matrix; (d) 




        Figure 6.19 shows the microstructure influenced by the sand filler. As discussed early, sand 
filler can effectively reduce the tensile cracking strain of high SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymers. 
From this figure, different shrinkage rates of geopolymer precursor and sand filler caused the 
separation between the quartz sand grains and geopolymer matrix, resulting in the formation of 
microcracks during curing. This also suggests that little reaction (and hence very weak bonding) 
occur between the quartz sand and geopolymer matrix. This is probably the reason why quartz 
sand as an aggregate filler can effectively reduce the tensile cracking strain of the high 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymer. Again, curing-induced microcracks also occurred within the pure 




        6.5.1 Tunable Tensile Cracking Strain 
 
        As discussed above, the tensile cracking strain of geopolymers cured on steel in an ambient 
environment is affected by several factors, including (but not limited to) the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio, 
curing duration, and the amount of sand filler. In general, the tensile cracking strain of 
geopolymers increases with the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio, but decreases with curing time (before 
complete curing) and the amount of sand filler. Such variability indicates that geopolymers 
possess tunable tensile cracking strain. Moreover, once completely cured, the tensile cracking 
strain remains stable. In fact, it is the three special characteristics of geopolymer that render it a 
“smart” adhesive: (1) the tensile cracking strain can be controlled by varying the composition 
and sand filler; (2) the tensile cracking strain decreases with curing duration; and (3) the tensile 
cracking strain remains constant once the geopolymer is completely cured. As discussed 
previously, these features are exactly desired by the proposed distributed G-FOS system for civil 
infrastructure health monitoring. For the practical applications of such a sensing system to 
existing structures that are still in service, the geopolymer’s special behavior can prevent the 
occurrence of pre-matured cracking during curing, and thus eliminate false sensing of the 
structures’ performance. 
        Moreover, the magnitude of the tensile cracking strain of the tested geopolymers ranges 
from 0.8 to 1.2%. This range of strain level is also exactly desired for the monitoring of the strain 
increment of existing steel structures, which will bring the existing structures to the designed 
limit state, e.g., yielding of steel. On the other hand, for reinforced concrete structures, the crack 
size is more determinative than simply the cracking. Therefore, the adhesives should possess 
much larger tensile cracking strain, which can be achieved by using geopolymers with higher 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratios.  
 
        6.5.2 Bonding Strength as Adhesives 
 
        The proposed smart G-FOS system also requires that the adhesives provide sufficient 
bonding strength to affix optical fibers onto the surfaces of existing concrete and steel structures. 
An important factor affecting the bonding development is the curing condition, which is not a 
focal point of this study. However, based on the experimental observations, geopolymers with 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratios <3.6 cannot develop strong bonding to the steel surface if cured in an open, 
ambient environment, which limits their application as adhesives. Another drawback of low 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymers is that curing-induced cracking, most probably caused by 
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shrinkage due to curing in an open environment, takes place before the geopolymers are 
completely cured. Geopolymers with lower SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (e.g., 2-3) have been reported as 
adhesives in the literature (e.g., Bell et al. 2005, Latella et al. 2006), but different curing 
conditions were employed in the reported studies. Therefore, the bonding strength of 
geopolymers depends on not only the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio, but also the curing conditions (e.g., 
temperature, loss of water by evaporation, etc.) and the substrate where it is cured (e.g., porous 
concrete absorbs more water from the geopolymer precursor and hence affect the curing and 
cracking, while steel may absorb little water).   
 
        6.5.3 Implications for Practical Applications 
 
         Geopolymers are an inorganic material that can be synthesized from a wide range of 
aluminosilicates, such as metakaolin, fly ash, furnace slag, and even mine waste. Compared with 
the organic polymer resins, geopolymers are more durable, fire and heat resistant, ultra-violet 
(UV) resistant, and moisture and rain resistant. Moreover, geopolymers have smaller tensile 
cracking strain than the organic counterparts. The processing is relatively easy and requires no 
special tools or unique expertise. The mixed geopolymer precursors usually possess a 
consistency of thick slurry (just like regular paper glue), which can be further adjusted by 
varying the amount of water added to the precursor. Therefore, it is expected that the geopolymer 
adhesives can be easily applied in practice.  
        Based on the observed microstructure, it seems that the shrinkage-induced cracking and 
unreacted metakaolin particles exist usually within the cured geopolymer. The nonhomogeneous 
nature of the microstructure may cause certain variation in the tensile cracking strain. Therefore, 
to have a better quality control and to achieve more precise control of the tensile cracking strain, 
further studies should investigate the techniques that can be used to achieve more complete 
reaction (e.g., using high temperature) and de-airing (e.g., applying vacuum) in the geopolymer 
precursor. 
        This feasibility study investigated a few important aspects of the geopolymers to be used as 
smart adhesives. Further research is still needed to study the influence of geopolymer layer 
thickness and viscosity on the tensile cracking strain and crack spacing. As the results suggested, 
complete curing of 14 days is required to achieve a more stabilized tensile cracking strain, which 
is sometimes too long for certain applications. Therefore, the methods to reduce the curing time 
should also be investigated and developed. Studies to extend the experimental testing from 
uniaxial tensile tests to compression, buckling, torsion, bending/flexure (whether it is feasible for 
these modes of failure) are also desired to broaden the applications of geopolymer adhesives for 
structure health monitoring. 
 
6.6 Conclusions  
 
        This paper described the first effort to investigate a new potential application of metakaolin-
based geopolymers that are used as viable smart adhesives to affix optical fibers to existing in-
service structures to form an integrated, distributed geopolymer-fiber optic sensing (G-FOS) 
system for infrastructure health monitoring. The concept of such a G-FOS system was explained, 
and laboratory experiments were conducted to validate the concept and its feasibility. 
Specifically, laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the tunability of the tensile 
cracking strain of geopolymers and the factors influencing the cracking strain, such as curing 
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duration, curing temperatures, geopolymer composition, and the presence of aggregate fillers. 
Furthermore, large scale prototype testing was also performed to validate the applicability of the 
above concept to concrete structures. 








CHAPTER 7.   CONCLUSIONS 
 
        This dissertation
*
 chiefly comprises two sections. The first one is to make a great effort to 
investigate and compare the geopolymers formed by industrial by-products (i.e., mixture of red 
mud and fly ash; mixture of red mud and rice husk ash) and a typical low-cost aluminosilicate 
material (i.e., metakaolin); the second one is committed to explore a new application of 
metakaolin-based geopolymers to infrastructure health monitoring. 
 
7.1 Characterization and Mechanical Properties of Geopolymers Induced by Different 
Source Materials 
 
        Though many macroscopic characteristics of geoplymers prepared from different source 
materials may appear similar, their microstructure and composition, and mechanical properties 
vary to a large extent depending predominantly on the selected starting materials. As such, the 
mechanical properties, composition, and microstructure of the studied geopolymers were 
characterized by unconfined compression testing, XRD, and SEM-EDXS analyses, respectively. 
Based on the experimental results and observations, the following conclusions can be drawn. 
        In general, the metakaolin-based geopolymers (MK-GP) exhibit much higher compressive 
strength and failure strain than both red mud-fly ash-based geopolymers (RM-FA-GP) and red 
mud-rice husk ash-based geopolymers (RM-RHA-GP), owing to the higher fraction of pure 
geopolymer binder and less micropores and microcracks in the MK-GP. For the synthesized 
geopolymer samples, the MK-GP achieve the strength of 31 MPa, while the RM-FA-GP and 
RM-RHA-GP have the strength of 13 and 20.5 MPa, respectively. As a result of the higher 
reactivity and finer particle size of the calcined metakaolin than the non-calcined red mud, the 
MK-GP take a shorter curing time, which is as less as 9 days. Correspondingly, the RM-FA-GP 
and RM-RHA-GP take 21 and 35 days to achieve completely curing, respectively. The 
compressive strength for all studied geopolymers increases with curing duration and Si/Al ratio, 
and reaches a constant after complete curing. Extended curing can further increase the stiffness 
and brittleness of both RM-FA-GP and RM-RHA-GP. Plus, in terms of competitive mechanical 
strength and unique chemical compositions, all created geopolymers can be a cementitious 
material to replace Portland cement in infrastructure applications, such as roadway construction, 
building materials, as well as waste containment and capsulation, which bring economic and 
environmental benefits. 
        According to the compositional and microstructural analyses, the all end geopolymeric 
products are not pure geopolymer binders, but geopolymeric composites, which generally 
comprise pure geopolymer binder as the major matrix, a small amount of unreacted source 
materials and nonreactive crystalline phases (e.g., quartz, anhydrite, and hematite) from parent 
materials as inactive fillers. The pure geopolymer commonly acts as a binder bonding these 
inactive fillers. XRD and EDXS analysis also demonstrates that the concentration of inactive 
fillers in the geopolymers induced by industrial by-products is higher than the ones made by 
metaokaolin, which indicates that the mechanical properties of the industrial wastes-based 
geoplymers are more complicated and variable than the MK-GP are. In addition, MK-GP possess 
better gelation and a higher degree of geopolymerization than the other two geopolymers. The 
mechanical properties of all synthesized geopolymer products are highly complex and dependent 
                                                          
* This dissertation produced 4 journal papers and 4 conference papers as well as 1 pending patent. 
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upon an array of factors, such as properties of source materials (e.g., reactivity, chemical 
composition of reactive phases, characteristics of crystalline phases, and impurity elements), 
concentration of activating solution (i.e., the solution alkalinity), and curing duration. 
Nevertheless, this study suggests that source materials with higher reactivity (i.e., less crystalline 
phases, smaller particle size), higher Si/Al ratio, and higher concentration of alkaline solution 
can yield positive impact on the mechanical performance of the final geopolymeric products. 
These findings can help gain a better insight into the effect of starting materials on 
geopolymerization and induce the geopolymeric products with desirable properties in the near 
future. 
 
7.2 The New Application of Metakaolin-Based Geopolymers to Civil Infrastructure Health 
Monitoring 
 
        Owing to the intrinsic properties (e.g., adhesive, fire resistant, durable, and economical) of 
geopolymers, they could be used as a novel adhesive material in the civil infrastructure health 
monitoring. In consequence of the constrained time and resources, only a type of geopolymers 
can be chosen to validate the feasibility.  
        The enormous properties varieties (e.g., impurities, variable chemical compositions, 
different sources) of industrial by-products make them difficult to obtain final geopolymeric 
products with consistent properties. However, metakaolin, a low-cost and well commercial 
aluminosilicate material, is a typical aluminosilicate material with fewer impurities and a 
relatively stable chemical composition to make it easier to induce geopolymers with predictable 
properties, suggesting the knowledge gained by investigation of MK-GP might be applied to all 
metakolin supplies all over the world. In order to obtain reliable, trusted, and representative 
experiment results, the MK-GP, but not the ones synthesized by industrial wastes (i.e., admixture 
of red mud and fly ash or admixture of red mud and rice husk ash), were finally selected to be 
examined as smart adhesives for the infrastructure health monitoring.  
        As such, immense efforts to investigate a new potential application of MK-GP were made. 
A distributed geopolymer-fiber optic sensing (G-FOS) system was proposed, where MK-GP are 
used as smart adhesives to affix optical fibers to existing in-service structures to form the 
integrated G-FOS sensor for infrastructure health monitoring. The concept of such a G-FOS 
system was explained, and laboratory experiments as well as prototype testing were conducted to 
validate the concept and its feasibility. Specifically, laboratory experiments were conducted to 
investigate the tunability of the tensile cracking strain of geopolymers and the factors influencing 
the cracking strain, such as curing duration, curing temperatures, geopolymer composition, and 
the presence of aggregate fillers. Furthermore, large scale prototype testing was also performed 
to validate the applicability of the above concept to concrete structures. 
        MK-GP exhibits finely tunable tensile cracking strains and hence renders its “smart” nature 
for deformation-based sensing applications. Varying the geopolymer composition (e.g., 
SiO2/Al2O3 ratio) and adding sand filler can both alter the tensile cracking strain for tailored 
sensing applications for both steel and concrete structures. In general, higher SiO2/Al2O3 ratio 
geopolymers exhibit higher tensile cracking strain and require longer time for complete curing. 
Adding sand filler tends to reduce the tensile cracking strain of high SiO2/Al2O3 ratio 
geopolymers, but has little effects on the low ratio geopolymers, although it helps reduce the 
curing time and can improve the applicability of geopolymers to concrete surface by mitigating 
the shrinkage-induced cracking. Moreover, the tensile cracking strain will stabilize to a constant 
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after complete curing, which is an important feature for the practical applications. For most 
medium SiO2/Al2O3 ratio geopolymers, complete curing can take usually 14 days in an open, 
ambient environment. The stabilized tensile cracking strains (i.e., 0.08% - 0.16%) of 
geopolymers are desirable to monitor the yielding of steel structures.  
        Further prototype testing on steel and concrete demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed 
G-FOS system that can be used to monitor tensile strain and crack width for steel and concrete 
structures, respectively. Based on this study, it can be concluded that it is promising to use MK-
GP as smart adhesives for structural health monitoring, owing to their distinct properties, 
including: 
 Controllable cracking strain within the range of yield strain of common structural steels; 
 Economical, easy curing, and easy application; 




CHAPTER 8.   LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 Challenges to Induce the Geopolymers with Consistent and Desired Properties 
 
        The current state of this study can be succinctly summarized that much work has been done, 
yet much work remains to be done. As described above, the synthesized geopolymers could be 
utilized in variable infrastructure applications (e.g., roadway construction, waste containment 
and encapsulation) due to their tremendous properties, but there are still numerous challenges to 
manufacture the geopolymeric materials with consistent properties, which are as follows:  
 The impurity elements (e.g., Ca, Mg, Fe) from source materials may add additional 
reaction pathways during geopolymerization (Duxson et al. 2007), which cause some 
changes in material properties during synthesis and in the final properties; 
 The uncertainties of properties (e.g., particle size, morphology, composition, and 
reactivity) of raw materials, especially industrial by-products, can make the properties of 
final geopolymeric products seriously variable. For instance, the use of fly ashes with 
superficially similar composition but from different sources has been observed to result 
in geopolymers with significantly differing strengths (Van Jaarsveld et al. 2003); 
 Factors in determining the properties of geopolymeric products have changeable weight 
at different synthesis conditions (e.g., pH, temperature, curing conditions); 
 The quantitative influence of both the nonreactive and unreacted fillers in the final 
geopolymeric products remains unclear. 
        As such, there is still plenty of additional research needed to resolve the above issues so that 
the geopolymeric products with predictable properties can be manufactured. 
 
8.2 Future Work for Successfully Turning the Potential to Profit 
 
        This dissertation also presents the first effort to explore and validate an innovative potential 
application of metakaolin-based geopolymers (MK-GP), which are used as smart adhesives for 
infrastructure health monitoring. In fact, MK-GP are considered as a type of geopolymeric 
products with consistent properties (Duxson et al. 2007). However, additional work is essentially 
required in the future for successful application of MK-GP in practice. 
 Build up a set of standard criteria. Lab prototype testing is still different from the large-
scale application; 
 The rheology of the reaction mixture needs to be investigated since it is of utmost 
importance in the large-scale application; 
 Durability studies (e.g., erosion tests) under various and extreme conditions are needed to 
carry out to verify if MK-GP are good for long-term function. It is a fact that the 
geopolymers are new materials, so their long-term behavior is still a mystery. This is 
likely one of the reasons why the geopolymers are not widely accepted by the industries 
so far; 
 More efforts are necessary to demonstrate the geopolymer technology to industries since 
they are usually conservative in adopting new and innovative technologies and products 
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